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: 1.0 INTROIIUCT1ON
__ Thl_ volume pro_ent_ a _ummary o1: the ovor;dl _;t_dy. The remainder of the
• lntrodu_tLo_qldentlf,le_ the backgroundmobj_,_tlvo_and l,q,,_ue,q,and guidolirte,q. Section 2.0
.... s,=mllariT,e,qkey finding,(;and conclu_lon_o_ the _tudy. The remainder of the doc-_nont i_
- lormatted to emphasize the two _ystem level l_sues= (l) _pace= versus 8round_ba_ed
' :,-: orbital transter vehicles (OTV) In section 3.0 and (2) electric ver,quschemical OTVVsin
section #.0. Within each issue, mbslon considerations and implications ounce=ning normal
- growth and accelerated technologies are included.
" Use of trade names or names of m,_=tufacturersin this report doesnot constitute an;"
: official endorsementof suchproducts or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by
_:" the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. ,_
_. !,1 BACKGROUND
__ Orbital transfer vehicles currently included in the Space Transport_tion System
,_. (STS)are the inertial upper stage (IUS) and two spin-stabilized upper ,_tages(SSU5). When
_, combined with the Space Shuttle, these systems are expected to satisfy most mission
;_:" requirements throughthe late 1980's.
Missionsbeginning in the late 1980'sare anticipated to be more amb,+.ious;to satisfy
_: these requiremen*_s,NASA has recently focused on two additiona! types of O'_'V'__'or u_e
_=_ _
;_. with the shuttle. These include a reusable ground-basedcryogenic stage, as defined in
'(_ reference I, and an expendable solar electric propulsionstage (SEPS),described in NASA
_: contract NASg-33753, Both vehicles can be defined as fir, ,generation systemsfor their
_' respective technologies.
_t Numerous studies, including the "Technology Requirements for Future Earth to
: Geosynchronous Orbit Transportation Systems" (ref. 2), have investigated advanced
i _- , versionsof both cryogenic andelectric OTV's. In many cases,however, thesestudieswere
de :e using mission models and/or launch systems which at this time appear rather
optimistic or the analysis did not consider all required trar,sportation and orbital support
elements.
1.20B3ECTIVES AND I._UE5
Recognition of the above factors led to the initiation of the "P'u_u_ _lrb;,t,_l Tr-u_£ez'
Vehicle Technology Study:' This study had the overall obje'.tive of building on the
knowledge associated with tirst=generatio_ _JTV'sto determine characteristics o! _;=,eOTV
: fleet for the post-199_itimeframe. Specific Issuesaddres,,_Jwere:
I
-.
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ii t. Would _paee ha_lng of futm'e _TV'_ provide an lmprovPment in term_ af th_ total
i:
= _pac_ tr,_nqportatl_n _y,_t_mand it_ olaer_tlon_?
:- 2. !_ there a rol_ for an electric OTV in transporting carga I_twe_¢_Jow _arth orhtt
E, (LEO) ahd geo_ynchronou_ Earth orbit (G__o) when n_ar_t_rm mlqnlon mod_l_ areL:=
i:: employed? =-:?_!_
-_'i! 3. Would the use of accelerated technology rather than normal t_rowth _tlter the remdt_
t; of either oI the above lsoues?po_
I.!- +. +,,,+, +,.,+.m+,,+,o+,o,-,+,o,,p,+o. .
-+_', future OTVts?
0'] 1,3 STUDY GUIDELINES
The key 8u|dellnes used in performin_ the study are listed below. Thosefollowed by
an asterisk (*) are from the statement of work_ those foUowedby two asterisks (*_) have
been mutually agreed uponby NASA and Boeing.
I. Point of departure to first-generation reusable LO21LH2+OTV and SEPS both ..........L
__ assumedavailable by 1988"*
f
2. Technologyto be ave'.lablein 1990"*
3, Vehicle to have initial operating capability (IOC) of 1995"
_, Technologyto be consideredonly in terms of OTV application*
5. 1995-2010 time frame to be consideredfor potential missionswith major emphasis
on Earth orbital missions*
6. Two levels of traffic models to be considered*
7. Most cos_.effective launch systemto be selected** _il
8. Figure of merit to be life cycle cost (LCC) o_ total space transportation system ;(
(1980 dollars)*
.+
_.+_+-_<,'__.._++;.' ................•__: ............... •'_ ........... +_•____+' _/L___ _-.............................. +__............. ' ___+/__/_L'_ __+" ' ""'_.......................................................... L_+++._+_+..............................:...........
._ _+<v. <, , _ .................. + +- _. ..................... =......................... ;+ .......... , +" ....... ::+++°+++ °,+>+_.+.... ° ..... .... + ..... + , <_.+_-:-- -: ,+ __. ++_+.+_+_-,+++%+++/,++_yT 7: + --_ w-
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2,0 SUMMARY OF KEY FINI_I_S AND CONCLUS_NS
2,1 KEY FINDINGS
Principal findln_ of th_ _tudy are reported her_ a_qr_,r_pon.q_,qta qu_qtl_n,q that
Would Space B_sing of Fomre O1R/'s Re_.lt In air Improved Sf_e Trade, erUption System?
In term_ of total trangportation cost_, tl_ere wa0 no Jear cnt an_w¢;r. Co_t
differences between the ba_lng m_des range from an 11% advantage for the spaco=ba,_od
(SB)OTV to a 7% advantage tot the ground=based(GB) mode, depeadin8 o=l the mode used
to recover (return to Earth) tl_¢key OTV ¢lement_,. In the case of the GB OTV mode, tha
OTWs were to be recovered and reused(expendableSTY% wore not cost effective), in the
SB OTV mode, propellant tankers were the key o|e_mentrequiring recovery consideration.
The significance of the recovery operations was that they I_ad an influence on which
launch vehicle would be used which, In turn, was the largest contributor to tl_e mission
model total transportation cost. Differences in fiigi_t perfortnance, refueling, and orbital
support provisions were of secondary importance to the cost comparison. "1
This issue was analyzed using an advanced space scenario involving a mission model
beginningin 1995,coveI,il_;ii _ears,,awr_gi1_ ll_t o_"GI_O-_q_iva_n%13_yloadsp_
year, and requiring 182 STY flights. The basing issue was analyzed from a total
transportation standpoint which involved all systemsand operations necessaryfor launch
and recovery, orbital support, and performance of the OTV mission itself. A permanently
manned base was used to the best advantage o_ both basing modes. OTV's investigated : lii ,
were considei'edas second-generation reusable systems using LO2/LH 2 propulsion and
normal growth technology available as o! 1990,
The mo,_tcost-effective launch system for the advancedspacescenario involveduse
of both the Sp._ceShuttle and a solid-rocket shuttle-derivative vehicle (SDV). The shuttle
was used to launch personnel, supplies, anda portion of the OTV payloads. The SOV
launchedthe majority of the payloads,STY's, and/or propellant tankers. Cargo return (to
..... Earth) capability wag not provided by the initial SDV investigated. Design provisionswere
considered for th_ SDV that would allow cargo return, although this approach was judged i
to have relatively high technical risk concerning reentry control and p_yload survival with =:
water landings.
The 513OTV mode was found to provide an 11% cost advantage for the case where
return cargo capability was not provided by the SDV. This advantage was the result of the
.... Sl_mode being able to resort to an expendable tanker but still use the SDV. The GB OTV
3
:
_-_< :::cs:_ .......... .........................................._ _,,I 'l l I ]I I i II.......................II I III : : :_ _'_i..............................III I IIIII II I II_=-:_]li'
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!modo, °°, ,,o. noo,°.v ,° ,,orw°.° ,_l_flticl_nt nundler,_ o1__hutt!P, _li_ht_ to ,'_turn thP, OTV'_, Thl_ ,_ltu_tlon r_.qu!rPdtile,
-.:_::!_-_i_i!_i;- _wltch to _=l_unch w.ddclo with n_turn c,_p_hllliyj _ucl-, _ thP, liquld_boo,_t_,rgrowth
_huttle, Launch co_t (per unit m,_0_) w_;= hly_hor with thI_ which; th_n with the
- coiilbl=_tlon o_ ;_huttk:plu_ SDV__nd thI_ w_:_tl_ major contributor to th_ co,,_tpP.n;dtyo1_ ;_
;- . i=
'"' the GI_OTV, ,.
Should tile higher rl_k SDV c_rgo return mode be con_ldor_d_ both b_sln_,,modes
would l_,ne_It In relation to tl_e results o_ no SDV ¢_r6o return cap_bility. In this ca_e_ ,=,
the GB OTV mode showedthe Breatest improvement_ resulting In a 7% cost advantage,
_1 Contrlbutinl; to the result is the _act that both OTV =-nodesusedthe same launch vehiclesl
._......._, however, the GB OTV does not require a tahker andhas lessspace base supportcost, i
In addition to cost, other _actors were assessedto determine itf differences existed ii :i
between the basing m_les. The SB OTV was found to provide advantages In terms o_ "
_lightperformance, launch manifesting, and more r_ptd acce_ to GEe, The performance ! '
advantage o_ 6% In payload _or _ £ixed propellant loading occurs even a£ter provisions ......_
were incorporated for on-orl_lt maintenance ar_l space-debris protection. More effective ..'
iaunch mant_estin8 o_curs because with on-orbit propellant sterage capability, l_unches
involving GEe-type payloadscan also include a tanker loaded with enoughpropeUant to !
ensure a mass limited launch condition. A more rapid access to GEe also results _rom
there being an OTV and propellant storage availability at a LEO spacebase. Missionsthat .:
may require this £eature include rescue o£ a manned system, servicing of a critical space
system (assumlnE spares are available at the base), or special reconnaissance, The 515
OTV could initiate the mission in less than t day becauseit is kept in a state o_readiness
except for refueling. : "
In summary_,the cost dit(ere_:e between the basing modes was not overwhelming;
however, the 5B OTV mode can provide operational advantages and has a greater cost
improvement potential with use ,_ accelerated technologies.
Is There a Roiu f_.-,_J_Electric OTV in l_ransportinlgCargo to GEO?
This issue must be viewed in the context of total OTV transportation requirements.
_._ An electric OTV (EOTV) with lont_delivery times (cost optimum o_ 180 days) and much
exposure to .v_.,.Allen r_diation does.not _'.*tisfythe delivery needs or"most p_yloadsor
high priority missionssuchas manned and DOD payloads requiring rapid delivery. These . '
requirements, however, tan be s_tisfied by a chemical OTV. Consequently, the issue
: hecumP._tl-i_t _ c_mparlnp, tw_ diJ_{erent fl_ntnl _he fh°_t lft _t ml_ed {le_.t of ht_h_
..:_ per_rm_nc_ el_cLrlc OTVtq J_t_rtrlp_tlm_ln_rl,_ltlve, c,_rt_opi_ ch_ii-dc_l OTVtq _or h!_h
=.... pelorlty mlfl_'Ilon,_lthe,,qecondI_ ff f,leet of ch_mie_l OTV'_ J_orfill mlfl_q!o=_r_.
, : When viewed from II_I_ _t,_ndpolnt, the, Ml_ehemle_d SB OTV fleet pr_vld_d a 2_1%
i-._ advant_l_e In tra=_po_t_tlort 11:{ocycle, co,qt over tl_o mixed fleet when norm(d t_r_wth
' ,'" technology wa_u0ed. . High production co_t_qfor the EOTV, _ _ddltlor_ lo 'the nee,d for a
=:,.... chemical OTV, were the major co=_tributor_to the higher co_t el th_ mixed ll_t.. •
;" These result_ were based on a ml_lon model that hegan In 199,9_had a_16,oyear
_l_ duratlon__nd averaged 300 t/yr o4 GEe=equivalent poyJo_d_of which 110 t/yr were j_lgedi '=
_-._- to be EOTV compatible. The launch vehicle fleet again consisted of a basic STS and SOY _.
i_ " with reusable payload _ystem (RPS). The EOTV used technologies werethat considerably
L_ Improved over those provided by SEP$, which was the assumed Iirst I_neration electric
OTV. Principal features of. the power _eneratlon system were _ilicon c_lls c:_atw_;',_,3%
more efflclent_ six times larger_ 2_% as thick, and $0% as co_tly, Elect, it p,_e_:..,:_,=on ,employed argorl Ion thruster_ with twice the specific Impulse _nd pr_werpr_.c,_,,_o..°_.=_with "t
specific massesonly 2_i% as large. The most domlnatlP_ "_,_,L., _ :gardtn6 _iizlng and I
1: ultimately the cost of the EOTV was the solar array-_l_adat=on caused by Van Allen
radiatieno One LEO to GEe round trip with a lightweight array resulted in a 60% !i
degradation of. its Initial power° Options investigated to minimize degradation and/or !
amount of power required were (1) _ heavily shielded array_ (2) faster transit thoroughthe ......,:i
radiation belts using chemical assistance_($) concentrated arrays, and (_) thrusters using
lesspower (arc jets).. The heavy shieldingconcept using 300-1_m cover, _0-1Jmcell, and -_:i
2_0-1Jm substrate had the best all._round cha_acteristlcs when using normal growth .
technology that did nOt include annealing or gallium arsenide (GaAs) cells. i
_ould Accelerated Rather- Than Normal Growth Tedmok_# Aller the Results of Either ot it
I.: the Abo_e Issues?
Use of accelerated technology provided Improvements to all vehicles lnvestlga.ted.............
however_not to the extent of changing the major conclusloft _ssoclated with either the
basingor fleet makeup Issues.
_ In the case of the OTV basingLssu_use el accelerated technology, suchas the liquid
_.:.. fluorine/hydrogen (LF2/LH 2) engine_provided substantial reductions in stage lenl_th(2_i%)
i' and propellant loading (l_i%). Life cycle costs_howevor_were not appreciably different
trom the normal growth technology vehicle becauseof h|gher design, development, test_
i: and ewlu_tion (DDT&E) and production costs. The 5B OTV tended to benefit more from . i.
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thi_ technoloi_y b_cau_e the reduction In propellant could bg r_fl_ted in fewer SDV
tanker launchem
Accelerated technology had a signif|q._nt@_yoff for EOTV's, The most aignificant.
improvement was that of removing radiation damage by an_ealing. Little cost difference
was found between silicon and GaAs solar arrays when both tncorpo rated annealing
features. The lower performance and sUght!y higher radiation sensitivity of the silicon
cells were offset by their better effectiveness in terms of annealing and lower unit cost.
The most advancedaccelerated technology EOTV investigated reduced the average unit
cost by 50% relative to the normal growth EOTV. Howevert when viewed in the context
of totel OTV transportation requirements, the all.chemical OTV fieet employing normal
_fj._ gcowth technology still provided a 5% cost advantage, as well as operational advantages
over a mixed fleet comprisedof chemical OTV_sandaccelerated.technology EoTV's,
What TechnolosiccJAdvances Are .Necessary and Which Have the Most Payoff.for Future
. OTV's?
Based on the results of the two vehicle-level issues, the OTV having the greatest
promise for the 1995-2010 time frame is an advanced, reusable LO2/LH 2 system. The
technologies suggested must be related to a Point of departure-in this case a first-
generationt ground-based_re!'sable LO2/LH 20TV with RL-I0 liB main engine and an
insulated ballute for aeroassist capability. The most significant critical/enabling tech-
nology,associated with the second-generation OTV (GB or SB) is that of space-debriS
r protection for large thin-walled cryogenic tanks designedto fracture mechanicscriteria.
_ Of particular interest are the shielding benefits provided by composite materials.
On-orbit refueling ai_d maintenance are necessary for the SB OTV. In the case of
" refueling, zero-g propellant transfer provisionsmust be provided in addition to systems
that. minimize propellant storage and transfer losses. Maintenance considerationswill
dictate very high quality components,modularization, and computer=aided self-diagnosis.
".:.: Normal g_owth in LO2/LH 2 engine technologyis expected to provide higher performance
!i': " and longer life. Improvements in ballutes for aeroassistcapability shouldalso be pursued•- in the ar as of advancedmaterials and techniquesthat would allow use of trans iration
_ _ cooling, resulting in significant performance gains.
'_ " " .... 2,2 STUDY CONCLUSIONS
The followinl_ conclusionsare presentedwith the assumptionsthat (i) the basic STS
- is an operational system, (2) a reusable ground-based LO2/LH 20TV with aeroassist
1982017402-TSB01
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:- . _3_.0$PACE_ VI_RStlSGROUND-BASED O'1_ SUMMARY
.._
[_.i_ Space-basedOTV'shave been_mlyzed Inotherstuclle_and at-timescomp_ed wlth
,_ ground-ba_edOTWs, Inmany ca_e_,however,thestudJe_(l)wore limitedby theamount
?-
_ of d_ta available on related support systems, (2t-Involved only a compaclsen of flight
.a performance, or (3) did not consider all ,'elated aspects of space transportation and
-},;:_. operations. The future OTV (FOTV) study, however, benefited from the recently
_. completed Phase A OTV studiesfret. 1) and wasconductedduring the same time p_iod as
_. the Phase N study of an orbital support base, the $Oace Ol_atlons Center (Contract
-_d::
_:, NA59-16151). With the data from these studies, it was possible to define the desi_p-and
_._.
-_. operational features of a space-basedOTV to a level comparable with the ground-based
_, OTV andto provide a detailed system-level comparison.
_at'-
"-3
L
-, 3.1 INTRODUCTION .
_' The scope of the OTV basin_ mode comparison is. sl_ownin figure 3,1-1. Once
launched,the SBOTV.essent|ally.remalns on orbit throughout _tsdeslSnlife. The GB OTV ......
) • SB01"VREMAINSON.ORBIT
• GB OTV RETURNS TO EARTH
I AFTER EACH MISSION _;;i_ _`'- • OTV FLIGHT _r i
OPERATION
J ,.
• IMPACTOFSPACEDEBRISP_IOTECTION
i ....OPERATIONS • DIFi_ERENCEIN i=LIGHTPERFORMANCE
• _I_" • MAGNITUDEOF OTVREI_UELINGLOSSES
• • DIFFERENCEIN LAUNCHANDRETURN
- OPERATIONS
;" • IMPACTON SPACEBASE
P
' ." _'lguf'e3.1=I. OTV BasingConeepW
9
i:
....i):i......
. ,.
iil ,
ts returned to Earth after each tlll_ht to allow servicinfi, The scope o_ an lntel_r_t_d
l:i tran_portationassessmentofba_ingmode,_inciudes(L) alllaunchandrocovewoper_tions,(2) all operation necessary t an orbital base, and (3) all oper tions associated with the
/- acruel OTV flight. Are_s expected to showa differencebetweenbasingmodesare
• indicated _skey issuesandare discussedin subsequentparagraphs.
,.z.,ss,o..OOL
i__' The mission model used to assessthe OTV basin8 modes is showni, table 3.2-t.
This model is an expanded version of the MSFC Phase A OTV nominal model (rev. 21............. _,
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD MASS UNIOUi_
CATEGORY MISSIONS OTY (EACH IN M.T.) REQMTS _
• COMMERCIAl. e PER$COMMUN 6 25 0.18 & ON ORBIT CONST 1
• TRUNKLINE COMMUN 8 7 & 32 (1) 0_11& ON ORBIT CONBT
• SMALL SAT, 6 S i
• DOD • CLASSIA, 1S,2, 3 39 3.11 CL3 0.111(OTHERS 1-3i) i i
@SCIENCESYSTEMS • MEDIUM SAT, 2 7-11 0.14).211
• SMALL SAT. 6 S "_
.!
• GEOBASE • MODUI:ES& EQUIP S 9.20 _ !
• MANNED ROUND • MAINTSORTIES (LEO) 11 5.9/5.9 "
TRIP • BASECREW ROTATION/RESUPPLY 2e 7.B/6.0
• SCIENCESORTIES 2 8,1/8.1 _t
• UNMANNED • SUPPLIES 63 4 _
SERVICING
• PLANETARY • C3 ,, 55 KM2/SEC2 6 t_ :_
@GEN. SERVICE • SP.BASERADAR 2 11 0.111
m,.
FOTV TOTAL t82 1280MT (115 MT/YR) =_
PHASEA RE'/2 131 740 MT (60 MT/YR)
_5__ 3_ LIMITED UNLESSSPECIFIED
:_ _ore commercialplatformsare included,and a GEO marmedbase occursearly _n the i
model rather than at the end as with the Phase A model. Approximately/,0%mere i
payloadsare involved,whereaswhile the GEO deliveryequivalentmass (accounts
for rou_d trip payloads)is more than twice that of th_ Phase A model. _
3.3 NORMAL GROWTH TECHNOLOGY VEHICLES
Normal growth vehicles are defined as those based on technology and operational
capability that shouldoccur as a result of current or planned expenditures. It shouldbe ,._
I0
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noted that a number of topics discussedin this section re_J_ct the Llse of the selected
launch vehicle family which consistsof the basic STS and an SDV. The STS is used to
laLEmh crews Prodsome payloads, whereas the SDVdol_vers 0_'_, ta_ers, and
mos_ of the payloads.
: 3.3.1 Vehide Descriptions
Tech_lol_y Projections= Technology for the future OTV's was to be available by 1990. A
_ summary of these projections relative to theassumed first-generation system is presented
: In table 33-1. AlthouKh improvements are identified in all subsystems, the most ....
,__- .. significant involve the ballute and main engine. The ballute is an inflatable device usedto ....
Table 3.3-1. Notmo/Growth Technology, ProJeetfons-Chemfca! OTV
_aeLl_ OTV ,
SUSSVSTeM mAC,PeASEAl.,.._ , FOTV ¢SNE_IT ,,
• STRUCTURE
• TANKS ALUM NO CHANGE --
• .BODYSHELL G/E SANDWICH . BETTER PROPERTIF.S 10%IN WT.
• • AVIONICS RING ALUM G/E 4016IN WT.
• BALLUTE INSULATED TRANSPIRATION COOLED E0%JNWT.
• THERMAL CONTROL
• RADIATOR NO HEAT PIPES WITH HEAT PIPES 10%LESSWT & AREA
• AVIONICS PASSIVE : ACTIVE .: ....... 20%NET WT REDUCTION
f
• AVIONICS .......... • REDUNDANT IMU .. • LASERGYRO .... ' './ 38%LESSPOWER
• I 30%LESSWT._ • SIGNAL CONDITIONERS • DATA BUS "IMPROVED RELIABILITY
• ELECTRICALPOWER
• FUEL CELLS e MOOIF, SHUTTLE • ADVANCED . • 38%IN POWER/WT -.
• BATTERIES • Ni H2 • ADVANCED • . • 30%.1NWHR/LB
• MAIN ENGINE • RL.10 lib ' ' • NEW LO2/LH2 ENGINE • ISP,, +23 SEC(48Bn 482)
• 100_ IN LIFE|10v¢ Ehrl)
.......... • Wlr + 15 KG
• ATTITUDE CONTROL • N2H4 • NO CHANGE • CONTROL AUTHORITY
• DECAYING THf_lST ' • FIXED THRUSt DURING DOCKING
reduce most, of .the vehicle velocity prior to insertion into LEO via drag ,rather than
: , . propulsion. Transpiration cooli,g of the ballute is accomplishedby redesigning,the.
PhaseA OTV ballute structure to reduce or eliminate the insulation, thereby increasing
porosity to provide natural cooling (ref. 3), The benefit of this approach is a 50% weight.
:'" reduction (coolant plus bag) for the ballute unit anda 60% reduction in packagingvolume,
¢
; : A new main engine iSaJsoprojected for the future (second-generation)OTV. Key benefits
.;- are the higher speclfb: impulse (t_8_versus_6_ see)and longer |ire (10 versus_ hr).
E
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• f
- _!_a,_l OTV lle_rlpt_n ., The SI_ OTV i.,_initially launched without propellant and%
:_ payload. Tile vehicle is ba_ed at an orbital sp_ base ill LEO, Payloads, fluids, and i
':': spares for the OTV i:lre delivered to the base by the Earth latmch system. Betore each _:;_
....:_.... flight, the OTV is serviced in terms of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, payload ......' i
);- mating, ae: %ading of consumables and flight programs. Flight operations for a typical -]
!;?- LEO to GEO transfer involve a total delta V of #]00 m/s. Tile return trip requires a GEO :
_I:- to LEO transfer orbit burn, an aerobraking maneuver to reduce the velocity to near• LEO :
;;_- circularity, a circularization burn into LEO, and docking at the orbital .base for a total :: _
I_- delta V 012200 m/s, Highlights of the aeroassist maneuver are illustrated in figure 3.3-I. ' .f
.:i)," Once back at the base, tl_e OTV is housed in a hangar which serves a dual role of providing
_.!-_ space debris protection and a facility to perform maintenance. Housekeeping needs, for :!I
the OTV (power, thermal, and data links) are provided by the orbital base. ! I
_i_
;--_o
i__ The configuration of the SB OTV is shown in figure 3,3=2. The vehicle has an overall :
length of nearly l_.2m and a gross weight of 37 700 kg for tile design reference mission of
? .
I: GEO base crew rotation/resupply mission. Major structural eleme_ts include the bed,, !
_. shell and main. propellant tanks. The body shell sustains all tlight loads and consists of a
honeycomb sandwich design using composite skin panels, An aluminum plate is attachedinboard of the shell with the combination of botl_ lements providing meteoroid/space ......... :
.t. debris protection for the main propellant tanks. The 2219-T87 aluminum tanks have been :i
_) designed for a _i-flight life. Main propulsion is provided by two 66.7-kN-thrust engines. ,_
A hydrazine system provides all propulsion for attitude control and small velocit)
changes. Oxygen/hydrogen fuel cells located in the intertank area supply primary
' i
electrical power. Avionics equipment includes that necessary for guidance and naviga-
tion, communication, data management, rendezvous and dockil_, data measurement, and ........-i
' built-in=test equipment (BITE). Thermal control consists of multilayer insulation (MLI)
blankets around the m_in propellant tanks and active radiators for the avionics aod fuel
cells. The transpiration-cooled ballute used for the aeromaneuver is stowed near the
engine. Design provisions incorporated for on-orbit maintenance (remove and replace)
t-
j,
I ....
Io
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Figure 3.3-2. LO2/LH 20TV Conflguration_
include external mounting of the avionics and special mounting plates and structural
relnforce_nent for the main engines. Quick removal and replacement design_eatures are h
a/so incorporated into the fuel cells andattitude control system(ACS) modules.
' GroullKi-BasedOI"V Description, The GB OTV is usuallylaunchedfully fueled. Payloads
can be launched with the OTV or launched separately with integration of the OTV and
payload occurring at a space base. The separately launched mode was found to
_ considerablyimprove the effectiveness of the GB OTV. Flight operations are the same as
tot the SB OTV. Upon returning to LEO, the OTV docks at the space base, followed by
placemer_twithin Chelaunch vehicle recovery system for return to Earth. Once back on
_. Earth, all necessary maintenance is performed on the OTV and its airborne support
_-; ' equipment (ASE).
'" Two sizes of GB OTV were defined. The co,ifiguration of the larger one _s
: ":" shownin figure _.3-2. Thisvehicle is sized Cotthe same missionas the SB OTV and has an
"--' overall length of nearly lt_.lm and a grossweight of 38 900 kg. The general appearance of
::= this vehicle is very similar to that of the SB OTV. Major differences are slightly larger
....
"" 14
:'i'-,'.,-. ,'-.- ,
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• m_dn pr0p_ii,mt t_mks,_ full di;_mP_ter_vlonlcs/_quipm_nt rin_, a_s_mbty,and rn_ractablo
" nQ_zl_ on th_ m_in nnf_ln_, The slightly hrl_r t,_nk__r_, nP_ce_s_ryto ;tccommad_tP__n
Increase o_ 86l kl_ (nemln_tl plu,_r_servo) In m_ln prop_llrmt m_s_. ThP_f,ll diameter
_vlonlc_/equipment ring ;ts_emblyl_ _ preferred configt_r_tlen for p_ylo_l ,_ccommodatlort
during launch andascent to LEO _nd for Internal p_ckaging o_ _vl_nlc_/_qulpm_nt, Th_r__
:_. . are no provisions for sp_cemaintenance,
,;, A smaller GB OTV was _lso d_flned.-Thi_ vehicle was sized to enable the l_unching
:':/ of two vehicles at onceby the shuttle-derivative l_unch system. In summary, the GB OTV
-- is a shortened, single-engine version of the large GB OTV. The length is 10._m and the
" gross weight is 26 783 kg, including 22 677 kg of main impulse propellant. The resulting
payloadcapability was7130 kg for de=_veryonly, or a roundtrip payloadof 3860 kgo
' %).2 Key BasingIssueResults
Sl_ce-Debris Protection. 8ps_e de'r_'i_ _._o_eo bot;h m_z_m=deob_e_l;_ a_d met_eoz'ofd_. The
_....... manmade debris consists of active and inactive spacecraft and transportation elements
-_" and any small fragments that are In orbit. The debris model usedwasessentially the same
as that used in Apollo, Skylab, and Space Shuttle. Meteoroids dominate the model J
. between LEO and GEe, while manmade debris is the major contributor for oper'_tions_=- occurri g in LEO. The space debris protection goal assumedwas 0.99_ in terms of not
_" hitting the propellant tank. This value, when combined with subsystem reliability,
_ satisfied the total vehicle reliability goal of 0.97. .I
_; .... "_=_ impact of satisfying the space'debris protection goal on a per-flight basis Is i
shown in figure 3,3-3. For the indicated design criteria, a shielding thickness (_) of _1
-_._:.. 0.62 mm (aluminum equivalent)is required, assuminga double wall design. The shield is :'_t
made up of the body shell which servesas a bumper, an aluminum backwall, and the MLI. !;
Fracture mechanics criteria do not allow tank walls to contribute to _. The massimpa_t
of providing this protection, relative to designsthat do not, is also shownin the figure, A
_t_ penalty nearly kg tor the SEi and 200 kg the GB OTV results when
mass of 500 OTV for
!. adequate debris protection Is provided. To pL'ovidethe required protection for the SB OTV
._i during its on-orbit storage (time between flights), a _ of 1,0_ mm Is required. This
li protection was providedby placing the OTV in a hangar. In this manner, the _. OTV does !not have to incur an ad itional structural penalty which would mpact performance.
i! ,
_.l_
Rel_abilit_ and Maintenance. Reliability and maintenance analyses were performed to
" .. determine what provisionswere necessaryto enable the OTV to have a 0.97 probability of
........ _,'i
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-: /,,_ / _ (D/eel8 (LOAO,_ AND
• OTvGROUNDBASED _ _ PROTECTION) BUMPER)
;.. • LAUNCH LOFO$
ONLY J_._ Jl "" +19S kS • P(O} • 0.99B ONE FLI6NT
• SHELL BODY
' .... • 3 = 0.e2 mm ALUM IoQUIV
• TANK WALL DOES NOT
CONTRIBUTE TO_
rtOure3.3-3. Debris Protection (Mete_otd) lmpsct
mission success orobabil_;ty of O._)_;6 wh_le the _B O_ had 0.978.
tlnscheduled maintenance (repair of random failures) of:the SB OTV was viewed as
particularly important because the impact o_ previding capability to handle all or most
circumstances would be the greatest. The_analysis was based on the results oi a
reliability assessmentthat identified the componentswhich were J_alling_nd the rate.
The results of the unscheduledmaintenance analyses are summarized _n table 3.3-2.
Thesedata indicate that, shouldne maintenance capability be provided, there wouldbe an
average o( one component failure per flight. Shouldthe failed unit not be repaired, the
predicted reliability level fo_ the next fib;ht would be lower than desired. As an
' . : alternative, the vddcie could be ret;_rned to Earth after each flight but this would be
uneconomical. The selected appr_ch was to provide the means to remove and replace
the indicated space-replaceable units (SRU). This enabled the OTV to remain on-orbit,
except once ry 29 flights when a failure for whi___;there w_s no maintenance
:" _anability Dr..IL _'d,would r@quire a return to E_h.
To obtain the on-orbit mainten_nce capability, however, there is an impact on the
vehicle as well as the spacebase, Each 5RU must have design features suchas simplified
16
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Tqblo .'I,:i_2. tI'r),_)_)I_edulr)dM#Inte)_qnee,---gi:)_(_I]#a_d OTV _4
I_,'ILI_I... Ift MAINTENANC_ NF,C-A_,F_AnY? -!
o. WHATql Ri_tOlIollfl_l_tTO fiNflLlflF,A fI_AIIONAIILF,o i
OflnlT gTAYT!_ ........................................... ,!
rn_OU_,NCVO_ "ro'rA_
_AnT.._TUnN MA__PAc'r MA)NT'rIMV.(Hn_)
S];IU'z (NO, OF MI881ON8) (hill _ (P_RUNIT) _
• NONC 1,_ _ =
• AC_;THHUb_TEi|MODULES 4,?G 12 2,0_,
• PLUS FUEL CELLS 7,_10 13 4,0
• PLU_;MAIN _NGINES 11,? 104 1,0
• PLUSAVIONICS MODULES 29.07 42 1,6
-PLUSBUILT IN TI_STEQUIP (64 kI)
TOTAL MA_ IMPACT = 234 kg
CREWOF3
mounting provisionsand quick disconnect electrical and fluid connections. These features
resulted in a mass penalty of 23t_kg, includlnl] that associated with the built-in=test
equipment. /_ m_intenance crew of three could perform the removal, replacement, and
checkout operations in the indicated time. A hangar would be beneficial to provide
necessaryIlghtinl_, containment of personneland spares, and storage area for sparesa_d
maintenance equipment! however, a shirtsleeve environment doesnot appear necessary.
FU_ht Perfor _.n_, e. Performance sensitivities of the SB and GB,OTV's are shown in
figure 3.3-_. In terms of er_d=of-mlssionwei_ht_ the GB OTV re_ects structure designed
to sustain Earth launch loads with fully loaded propellant tanks. _The 5B OTV weight
..... Includes provisionsfor space maintenance and additional penalty _or debris protection.
With the desil_nrefereItce payload, the SB OTV requires 3% less propellant. I_ viewed in.
terms of a _ixed propellant load, the SB OTV would provide 6% more payload. Each
vehicle can also be flown in a two-statue configuration attd deliver up to 32t to GEO or
h_ve a round=trip payload o! [2.e,_tup and 10.St down. In summary, the $b OTV still
provides_ flil_ht perJ_orm_ce a_lv_nt_i_e;however, the extent o! the margin is smut _s s
result el its on-orbit provisionsand the fact th:_t aeroassist maneuvers benefit Gb OTV
more b_use.ef tlteir heavier end=of=missionweight.
17
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_,_ On-Orbi t Re_u_linl_. A major issueassociatedwith the on-orbit refueling o_ an SB OTV is
i_ the losses associated with the delivery, storage, and transfer o= propellant. 1"hemajor
•; system elements in the refueling operations are (l) the tanker which delivers propellant
i_ from Earth to the 5OC, (2) the 5OC storage tanks (referred to as tank sets as each
_-' contains an LO2 andLH2 tank), and(3) the OTV.
Eight refueling concepts were analyzed for the storage and transfer o! propellant
_ _rom storage tanks to OTV. All usedhelium for transfer between the tanker and storage
!! tanks. The concepts included several methodsof provldin8 pressure, use o_ llqul_iers to
_: reduce losses,subcootedpropellant, andexchangeo! storage tanks when empty. The total
refueling mass averaged approximately 500 tlyr, For the concepts investigated, the!
i amount o! re_ueling _luids to be launched over and above the basic mission (_llght)
requirement ranged _rom 6% to, 1_%. The total costs associated with re_uelln8 (primarily _i
_-Ii.. launch costs) hada _i%spreadbetween the lcwest andhighest cost concepts.
, The concept o! recoveredVapor pressurization was s_lected based on (actors of risk,
operational complexity, and cost. Key characteristics of this concept _re shownin table
_,3=% In _ummary, vapor is producedwhen saturated liquid in the 5OC tank is throttled
_ to the lower OTV t_nk pressure. A portion o_ the vented vapor i_ passed through a
_ Ta_e 3,3_.% _l_l_cd OTV Rc_f_lin# Cene_pt
"_ • I_Ufi: TItE AM_IINT OF I.DfA]F,f]A_flUCIATEI_WITHDVlLJVi_IWo
... e;_.Am_,AND+RAN_Hi.
+....... + ........
++
; +'.+'_ +_,
++-i.:_i_+ TANKER _]OCSTOHAOF,TANK OTVPROPEktANT (ON gOC)
TANK
 +oc To.AQTANK- TANK u'nuzAtmN f+LOW
+.+. ,, p_p,,"rune,m...... ,,EI,Z _J_ _ _ _ .E_,,_ ,,ET.Y.
• aUANT,TV,,, = o +g+_, F _,_mmr_ ,++,o r_ +'_
.,) • CAPACITY6_000gg+ 1 20 112 F
i+: OF LO21LH2 a 40 0 F _
• fi0t,AYEI_;OF MLI 3 gO F I/2 RESlD 1340 t000 [
• FULLSCI_EEN 4 80 F 0 BOIL.OF 120 1G00
ACQUISITION CHILL.DOWN 040 1240
RCVR
• TOTALLOSSES© 6740go !_,:
i
i '
compressor and is returned to the SOC tank to maintain SOC tank pressure. Both the _!
t_nk_r and $0C storage tanks use full _creen propellant acquisition systems _nd MLI _or _i _
',thermal control :_+,
f :i+!Laugh and Recovery. A key task was to determine the most cost-e_fective launch _i
system for the indicated mission model. Once selected, the system was assessedto .+._+;
i;+!
determine differences between OTV basing modes in terms o! recovery (Earth return o_ _
+= I
key elements)and de_ailedlaunch manifesting. _I
1. Launch System. Selection._Launch systems consideredand initial comparisonsare i_
shown in figure 3.3-_i. One option considered only the use o! the basic STS. +_
Another, the shuttle growth, replaced the solidswith+liquid rocket boosters. A third ,_+
'" usedthe basic 5TS for crew and cargo and a shuttle derivative (SDV) for cargo only. i_i
In the SDV, the Orbiter wasreplaced by an expendablepayload shroud+_nda reusable !!_
_. propulsion/avionics module. The _ourth option was simitar to the third except that _
_'_ it ltad liquid rocket boosters instead of solids. Indicated characteristics for these
vehicles were obtained _rom previous NASA studies (refs. I and t_) with costs
P." updated to |980 dollars, Li_e cycle cost cornparisonso( the options indicate the
least=cost system by a considerable margin is thv combination o_ the basic STS and
1982017402-TSB14
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F(gtu'e 3.3-5. Lmunch System Selection
shuttle derivative, using solid rocket boosters. DDT&E and production costs show up
at the zero cargo point. The operations cost, indicated by the slope of the lines,
reflects 72 crew flights and launching of the indicated amount of cargo (propellant,
stakes, and pay!Gads for both LEO and GEO).
2. Recovery-The least.cost launch systems, however, only have the capability to
return OTV-re|ated elements to Earth with the Orbiter because an expendable
payload shroud was used with the $DV. The number o_ 5B OTV propellant tanker
flights (118)or the number of (315OTV flights (182) both exceeded the number of
Orbiter flights (72); and, thus,an alter_ate approach was required if these ele_ents
were to be reused. The option selected was to use a reusable payload system with
the $DV. This concept combines the payload shroud and propulsion/avionics module
into one integral unit, making the whole system reusable.. In this manner, either
OTVfs or tankers can be returned. There are, however, penalties associated with
this type of system, including a decrease in payload capability to 60t and an
additional DDT&E cost of $[00M. It should be mentio,ed also that reentry and
recovery of a reusable payload system present challenging technical problems and
must be viewed as having relatively high risk.
20
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_. L,_tinch Manlfe_til_oTho, number of SI3V l_¢.l_:ho,_f,_="_ach basing mode wa_,_ba,_ed
on= (l) .se of _n SDV w_th refillable p:tylo_d _y,_t(_lnand (2) consideration of _ctu_d
_;i payload lent_th_and _;dlow_hle,nixe,_r;tther than poyload ma_ only. The nt..ber ofSTS l_¢.lchos is the _me for all OTV options. Results of incorpo_ratint_those factor,q3-
_!_ are shown in table 3.3=# for thr_, OTV options. The first is the traditional GB OTV
i- (one size) wllich is always launched with its payload. A total of 196 SDV launches .....,
,:; are necessary. It should be noted that most o;[ these la.nches used only 70'_ of the
: payload capability. The number o_ launcheswas reduced to 135 by using l._rgeand
small GB OTV's. W_ththe assumedmission model, the small OTV was used in It6 .......
out of 182 missions. The SBOTV concept required the least number or"SDV launches
_ becausepropellant constituted the bulk.-o£_.argoto be launched(80%) and it can be
_t. loaded in a manner such that almost all launche_can be masslimited.
Table 3.3-4. Launch Vehicle Mani_e_ting Summ_y ....
GROUND BASED GROUND BASED SPACEBASED
ONe OTV SiZE I_O OTV SIZES ONE OTV SIZE
TWO TA_KER StZE._
" i72) ....... .(72} (72)m m immm
• LEO CRIRS (_4) . (44} (44)
LM + SPM 4. DM 38 -- --
LM + SPM 4. P/L + IDM 8
,P/L4.D. - .............
• GEe CRIRS (213) (28) (28)
LM + OM 21
==mmlm= I m
• OTV 4.P/L 182 ......... 60 _'Z> --
• OTV ONLY 11 88
• GEO PIL ONLY 3 3 3
• TANKER ONLY -- -- 1';
• TANKER _"P/L -- -- 91 , :_
• OTV + TANKER _ -- 13
_-_-) 2 PIL (12 FLT$) ___.._ 2P/L (37 FLTS) _'_S P/L EA, FLT LM ,, LOGISTICS MODULE
SPM =, 6OC PROP MOOULE
2 P/L (6 F LTS) .[_2:,, 20TV'S/LAUNCH (68 FLTS) PIL ,,, PAYLOAD :
DM _=[X)CKING MODULE .,i
RPS =,REUSABLE PAYLOAD i
SYSTEM ....
•
r
_t on __ce Base. The OTV basinl_ mod_ impact on the LEO space L,_se(assumed to.
be $___3)is _ummarized in table 3.3-,% Dater for the GI_ OTV mode _re indic_tiw of using
. two si_:es of OTV's. OTV and/or payload handli,_g (mating) operations are nearly as high
21
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Table 3.3_5. OTV Ba,_lng Mode/mp_t on _OC
' 6ROUND BA_ED) SPACE BASE[),[MPACT -OLY-(Z-_ L/. _....... OIY ........
• HANGAR • NONEs UNLESS ¢_TV • 4 (ONE FOB EACtt ffl+V)
STAYS AT BASE MORE TITAN .
• DEBRIS PRO]'ECTION 3 DAYS (I;IEBRIS PROTECTION) • ONLY ONE WITH MAIN_
• MAINTENANCE CAPAB, TCNANCE.C'APABII'ITY...
= • MAINTENANCE CAPAB, • NONE • SCHEDULED & UNSCIIED, 1
• ,CHECKOUT CAPAB, • OTV/PAYLOAD • OTV ' t• TV/PAYLOAD
• REFUELING • NONE • (_) 52 P;T TANK SETS
AND ALL ASSOCIATED.
PLUMBING & CONTROL
SYSTEMS .........
• DOCKING PORTS • OTV (.3} • OTV (4)
• PAYLOADS (3) •,TANKER (1)
• PAYLOADS (3)
• HANDLING (MATING) • OTV/OTV (IZ) • OTV/OTV (It) ++t
PROVISIONS FOR: • OTV/PAYLOAD (135) • OTV/PAYLOAD(I82) . L+;I
• OTV/RECOVERY VEHICLE (193) • OTV/RECOV+ VEH (6) +++++
• ':t
: • PERSONNEL • 1-2_ 10_ DUTY CYCLE • 3J 40%DUTY CYCLE ' ;+_
with the GB mode, primarily because of the 116 small OTV's launched separately from
their payloads. The GB OTV approach also requires considerably more mating operations
between OTV and recovery vehicle because all OTV's return to Earth. In the case of the
SB OTV, the only OTV and recovery, vehicle operations are those which return an. OTV for ,I
.... unscheduled ground maintenance. The SB OTV refueling tanker remains within the SDV '_
payload shroud and transfers propellant via lines, thus no handling is necessary..Crew size
and duty cycle are greater with an SB OTV; however, their magnitude appears acceptable :
when considering a nominal crew of eil_ht and the fact that OTV support is one of the
three primary roles specified for $0C,
3.3.3 Cost Coml_rison
Cost comparison o! the basing modes involved total transportation costs associated ++
i .... + with the mission model. The results are shown in table 3.3=6. Because of the high risk
;_ a_oci_ted with the SDV's reusable payload system_ comparisons wer_ made with m_d
without the use of that sy._tem. The GI30TV is shown using two si_es of vehicles beC_tuse •
the one-size concept required _8 more SDV launches and would not be a_ _ost effective.
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:.. • lt/O0 0OLLAR_; IN MILLIONS
4"
.. BA_;ELINECOMPAFII,_3N(WITH SDV & RI_) . W=_ITHOUTREUSABLI_PAYLOA0 SYSTEM
-. HARDWARE GBOTV SB(3TV GBOTV SBOIV
.-" ELEMENT _ _ 2 SIZES
_'".. • OTV 197B 1700 1075 1700
:.-- • TANKER NIA 730 NIA 1126 (EXPENDABkE)
" t- I
:._, • 80C SYSTEMS TeD 205 + TBD TOO 205 + TBD
J:
._-_. • SDV/RPS 4585 4300 NIA 4150
-- : • STS 2060 2060 N/A 20JJ0 ........... _..+t
_,: • STS GROWTH N/A N/A 8(_0 _--, NIA } ._
............ TOTAL TO DATE 8620 8905 10675 9240
+]" TBD EST 100 300 100 300 ;_
.... 1ji  TENT,A.TOT." 1.76
_. GOBY $675 M (5%) SBBY $1136.M (11%) _
_._ ALL LAUNCHES i ,i
-? i!i
. The.comparison when using a reusable payload system with the SDV indicates the GB _.
_-). . OTV mode provides a total transportation cost savings of approximately $600M,. or 7%, i
• compared to the SB OTV mode. The OTV cost increment of the GB mode is greater than ...._"
-) the SB OTV primarily because two sizes rather than one were involved. Tanker costs for i!J
the SB OTV reflect two sizes and include a_totaLof_our units. The5OC system cost is for _.
propellant storage tanks. Both the GB and SB systems have hangar and user costs that are i !
_t to be determined. A rough order of magnitude (ROM) for the GB OTV .is $100M; an ROM I i
i i
for the Si30TV is $300M because of additional hangars and personnel. SDV costs are _,:
higher for the GB OTV mode because 138 launches are required versus 121 for the $B oTv _
mode. i;
The second cost comparison considered the SDV without a reusable payload system, !ii
Which means the use of an expendable payload shroud, These data indicate the SB OTV ii'_i
mode provides a benefit of approximately SLAB, or 11%, compared to the GB OTV mode. i
•i. The lower cost is primarilydue to the SB OTV being able to use _ more cost-effective _'_,
car&o launch system. The 5[_ OTV approach was to continue use of the 5DV but to switch ._-.
i to an expendable tanker. In the case of the GB OTV, however, the most effective
i
alternative wi_ to u_. a launch system that could return the OTV to Egrth for servicblg ....._
and reuse (an expendable OTV was not cost effective). The least=cost k_,_¢h system
'_ satisfying this requirement was the shuttle growth vehicle (see fig. 3.3-5 for launch
=..o(:i ;. system cost comparison), but this system had a higher payload delivery cost.
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3.t_ ACCELLZIRATED TECHNOLOGY VEtlICt, ES
Accelerated technology is defined as that wldcl_ Is judged technically fea,_ible by the _.....
1990 readiness date but which, at this time, Is receivlnl_ little or no f_mdin_ to bring about
its development. M_jor emphasis of this analysis w,_s twofold; (l) to evaluate the
benefits of an LF2/LH 2 main engine and amore advanced LO2/LH 2 main engine and (2) to .........
determine if use of these accelerated technology systems would impact the OTV basing
=node.
., 3.4.1 Vehicle Descriptions
TedatoloF, y Project:ions. Principal advantages of the LF2/LH 2 systetbt, relative to normal
growth LO2/LH 2, are a higher specifiG impulse (511 versus t_8_ sac)anda higher ....
propellant bulk density. (6i2 versus 360 kg/m 3) which results in smaller tanks. Disadvan-
tages include lower design life (7.5 versus 10 hr) and higher DDT&E costs ($_70M versus .:
'iSZTOM).
.. Improvements in combustion chamber thermal performance and/or turbomachinery ii
efficiencies are projected to increase the specific impulse of the advanced LO2/LH 2 1engine to 499 sac. A 10% weight reduction is .also envisioned with lil_hter weight
turbomachinery. The indicated design changes result in a DDT&E cost estimate of $335M
versus $270M.
Cocdil_uration Comparison, The configuration and key characteristics.of the SB LF2/LH 2 , _;
OTV are compared with the normal growth SB LO2/LH 20TV in figure 3._-l, The most
notable feature of the LF2/LH 20TV is that it provides alength reduction of 3.7m (25%) 'ii
when compared with a normal growth LO2/LH 2. Major reasons for this reduction are less ."
propellant_ due to higher specific impulse, and higher propellant bulk density. Subsystem _
design approaches for this OTV are the same as for the SB LO2/LH 20TV .with .the ;_!
exception of the main engine, and use of helium for LF 2 tank pressurization, in terms of .........:_
....... performance, the LF2/LH 2 system requires 1_% less propellant for a given payload; for a
fixed, propellant load, it provides 2_% more payload. The GB and SB LF2/LH 20TV
configurations are similar in appearance with the former, requiring only an additional
_00 kg of main impulse propellant for the same payload.
The advanced LO2/LH 2 engine was analyzed for application with an 5B OTV only. In
terms of performance comparison with the normal growth LO2/LH 2 engine, propellant
24
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OF POOR QUALITY _ _:_,,:-:_i
I
• ACC_L.TEGIt. LF2/LH2 OTV /_ HELIUM
...... /_ (LPZPn_) i
-_]_ "_ '_ ,_ PROP 32.6 29.1" GROSS 31.7 33.G4 in i.'
I I I_I t,_-_'HT_, _. ,,TAN_(i'l. PAYLOAO _i
,_.. . ,, ., , -_._' .., J"" ,ROUNDTRIP 7.G/5.0 7.6/8.0 ....
o.
0,G 3.2
i
e NORMAL GROWTH LO2/LH20TV -- AC$ MODULE (4| STOWED
BALLUTE
_ DOOKING' /" --AVION"eAVIONICSEP8 . _ f- RCS & El_ F //'-" MAIN ENGINE (,)" (66KN EA)
_MODULE [ RADIA,'r'_)_R ,AD|ATO. X / TANK., I r'-_l L""/_24 / l
\ ,'-, .....7- .....
_k::Z ,v _ : % _,' / '
,,'11"1 m*-.. _!. |: t| L o _I_I.]L. :;
!
t I * i ;
IJI_B I..--I LH 2 ; ; ', LO:_ ,
]_ _ ]'_ TANK : ,f "TANK I "
" ""
"-I • " "*' "" _ _ Z
I - 10,18
Ffgtwe 3.4-1. OTV Configuration CompaHson- LF2/L H2 Verius LO2/LH 2 I
loading was reduced by 6% with a fixed payload; for a fixed propellant load, payload
capability was increasedby 12%,
3.e_.2Launch and Recovery
The impact of LF2/LH 20TV's on launch operations appears to be more significant
for the SB OTV because it reduces the.number of launches by 16 relative to the normal
growth 5B LO2/LH 20TV. This occurs primarily becauseless propellant is required and it
has an ability to mass limit launchesby various propellant loadings in the tanker. No
recovery operation benefits-appear possiblebecausethe tankers are too large and too
numerousfor return by the _utt;:le Oz'b:[te:z',In the case of the two-size GI3 LF2/LH 2
concept, benefits occur from increased length and mass marginson each launch,but there _,
is not a reduction in the number of launches. In terms of recovery operaticq_s,the small ,.,
size GB LF2/LH 20TV would be compatible for return; however_with l t6 small OTV's and
: only 72 Orbiter return flights, a mismatch still occurs. A reduction o_ 6 propellant tanker
.7
_ launches would occur for the advanced 51_LO2/LH 20TV relative to the normal growth
OTV becauseof lesspropellant,,
.¢
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• .. _,_.3 Cost Comparison With Normal Growth
" An LCC comparison of accelerated and normal 8rowth technoiafiy OTV'_ i_ pre_
-': sented in table 3._l, Thes_ dat_= are for the ca_e of an SI)V with a reusable p_yload "
'"."-i system. Should the RPS not be available_, the general conclusion# regarding the value of
;:_-: Table 3.4=1. Chemical OTY Ll_e Cycle Coat-Acoelerated VersJa Normtd Teehnolog_j
-_ • MA_N ENGINE IMPACT
_': • 11)80DOLLARS (IN MILLIONS|
HYBRID GB OTV SBOTV
__" HARDWARE ELEMENT NORMAL ACCEL. NORMAL AGCEL. ACCEL.
LO2/LN2 LF2/LH2 LO2/LH2 LF2/LH2 LO2/I-H2
_" OTV (197S} (2276| (1700) . (lg80), (1770)
• DOTE t11S 1045 695 90S 711S
_-,. • PRODUCTION 390 460 365 435 365
-_- • OPERATIONS 770 770 840 640 840
_ _ SYSTEMS (TBD) (TBD) (20S+ TBD) (205 + TBD) (205 + TBD)
TANKER N/A N/A (720| (730) (730|
. SOV/RPS (4540) (4540) (4300) 13950) (4170)
" STS (2060) (2060) (2060) (2060) (2060)
COST TO DATE 8620 8920 8995 8925 ....8935 "
REFERENCE + 300 REFERENCL -70 - 60
,t Ii
accelerated versus normal growth technology are expected to remain the same. in
summary, the accelerated technology OTV's do not provide an LCC which justifies the
additional .development risk. This is primarily because of higher development and
production cost. Consequently, no engine advances beyond a normal growth, new __
LO2/LH 2 appear warranted. Finally, the value of accelerated technology appears to be
more beneficial to 515than to GB OTV's. This is indicated by both systemshaving the
same cost when using advanced LF2/LH 2 but the GB OTV having nearly a $_00M
advantage whenboth usenormal growth LO2/LH 2.
_: 3._ VALUE OF NORMAL GROWTH TECHNOLOGY
" The previous section Lndicated accelerated technology chemical OTV's did not
significantly improve total transportation costs over normal growth technology. As a
26
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result, there was an Interest in doflnln8 the wlgo of thP. _ssumed normal growth- .......
• technology (sec_ond_t_onor_tion OTV) relsl;lve to technolol_y _ssum_d _v_ltable for the
!" first=generation LO2/LH 20TV defined in the Phage A studies (ref. l).
_._ Results o__this assessment are presented in talkie 3._.t, where several technology
:ix.. features are ax_mined for two l_unch system options. The_ features are associated with
Table 3.5-I. Value of Nor'rna/.Growth Te¢hnoIog_-LO2/LN 2 0TV !,
'_. • FOTV LOWMISSION MODEL (12S0MT OF GEe PAYLOADS) i;
ilii:;i.:. ' .COST REFLECTS NET DIFFERENCE IN DOTE,,LAUNcHPRODUCTIONsysTEMA D LAU'H i!II
TECHNOLOGY FEATURES STS+ SDV 'STS'ONLY i
Jim i _J| I
f:).
',i: • NORMAL GROWTHe._3[:::: :;;> REFERENCE REFERENCE + ,'TOTAL COST OF _"
t NEWENGINE _ TOTAL COSTOF n=$ t1.5 BILLION (+ 27%) I 1:! BAI.t.UTE _ $9 BILLION
' i
• WITHOUT NEW BALLUTE +$95M (P.7%) +$160M (1.4%)
(BUY NEW ENGINEI :
• WITHOUT NEW ENGINE +$30M ( 0.3 + %) +$320M (2.8%)
(BUY NEWB;' ;LUTE _!
OR
• WITHOUT NEW ENGINE +$116M (1.3%) +$575M (6.0%)
OR NEWBALLUTE
(USERL-1OIIB & STDBALLUTE|
o_,
• WITHOUT ANY BALLUTE +$250M (2.7%) +_1820M,(7.1°_)
(NEWENGINE/ALL PROPULSIVE) !! i
LO21LH2 AT 485 SEC, 10HR LIFE _ TRANSPIRATION COOLED _ INCLUDES ALL N.G. :.,..-
SUBSYSTEMS
the engine and ballute as applied to the SB LO2/LH 20TV. Results indicate the penalty
for not usingnormal growth technology is not too significant if the STS plus SDV launch t
systems are available, but the penalty becomes more significant if only the STS is used. :1
fl_ese results can be seen where no new ballute or LO2/LH 2 engine is used. For the 5TS :)
).- plus 5DV launch fleet, the penalty is only 1.3% ($115M); for the ST5 alone, the cost
penalty rises to 5% ($_7_M).
p:
As a final note, had the launch system been confined to the 5T5 alone when
_ evaluating accelerated technologies (LF2/LH2) , results would have been more beneficial
" th_n indicated because the higher performance OTV would offset the higher cost launch
system. Total transportation costs, however, would have been greater than those from
• normal growth OTV's using 5T5 plus SDV. The conclusior), therefore, is that SDV
procurement in conjunction with normal growth OTV's is more beneficial than accelerated
• technology OTV's used with the basic $T$.
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3.6 FINDINGS
Principal |indlng_ from the comparison of SI3and GB OTV's are ,_ummarizedbelow.
The,_efindings are highly related to the a_mimptions used, particularly to that of a first°
generation, reusable LO2/LH 20TV with aeroas_igt capability as the point of departure.
1. There is no clear.cut wircmr. The cost comparison is very dependent on recovery
and reuseconsiderations,available launchsystems, andorbital supportfacility.
2. ContiGut'ation_ desert features, and performance are very similar. This was the
result of subjecting the SBOTV to a thorou8h transportation and operations analysis.
The most significant impact on the 513OTV was from protection againstspace debris
and provisionsfor on-orbit maintenance.
3. Accelerated techn_y, suchas LF2/LH 2 engines,does not provide a cost benefit.
The engine doesreduce stage length and improve performance. A $B O_r i_ improved
more than a GB OTV becausethe reducedpropellant allows fewer tanker launchesas
longas on-orbit propellant storagecapability is available.
4. Accelerated technologypropellant storage/transfer has a payoff, Concepts have the
potential to reduce handling lossesfrom [2% to 596. Such systems include space-
qualified refrigerators and liquefiers.
J. SBOTV's provide a total transportation costsavings. For an advancedspace scenario
usinga low-risk shuttle=derivative launch vehicle, without a reusable _ay:Loadsystem, .......
and a mannedorbit facility, suchas the SpaceOperations Center, a savingsof I 1%
was provided,
6. OTV stage and propellant tanker return needsare key considerationsin launch system
selection. This situation is caused by both length availability in theShuttle Orbiter,
when supporting5OC, and the number of O'rbiter flights comparedto OTV flights or
tanker launches.
7. The launchsystem usedis the singlemost dominatingfactor. _Use of a basic shuttle
plus its cargo derivative results in a 1_% savings over the next most elfectlve
systemwhich usesa liquid rocket shuttle andliquid rocket cargo derivative vehicle.
8. Missionmodel size and makeuphave the most infJuenceon launch vehicle selection.
.... The launchvehicle selection, in turn, will influence the selected OTV basing mode.
_ 9, ,_:k_e=l_se_ OTV impact on SOC app_trsacceptable,A crew sizeof threeis
required at _0% duty cycle, Hangars are beneficial for maintenance and debris
protection. Propellant storage tanks should provide sufficient capacity |or an
emergency OTV flight at any time,
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tO. • A ._lx_ceb,_e could provide a valuable role with either a GI_or SB OTV, in the c,a_e of
=.- the GI_ OTV, the apace b_e caold be u,_edfor matln_ paylaad_ and OTV_ato en_lble
: more _ffoctlve launch manifesting. Thl_ _ame function l,qprovided for the:Si_OTV ...........
•_ In addition to supportingthe maintenance and refueling ope.ratlon_.
_:.. 11. Significant technologyefforts are necessaryfor future Ol"V_. The mo_t _igolficant ;
new technology associated with the second,generation OTV (GB or SB) Is that o£ i
iJ_ space=debrisprotection. Refueling and maintenance demonstrations are necessary
=- for the SB OTV. Normal growth in technologlest suchas new LO2/LH 2 enginesand it
•- transpiration ballute, offers performance, operation, and cost benefits that justify
_ their development.
F_
_ In summary, SB OTV's offer the lowest total transportation costs for the least.risk
15;_ approach regarding recovery and reuse and also provide flexibility in launch and flight
operations for normal growth technology. In addition, greater potential exists for cost
._ reductionswhen accelerated technology is employed. Finally, development of a shuttle-
• i
',_ derivative cargo launch vehicle is the most significant way to reducetransportation costs
l? inthe 1995-2010 time frame. ,1
_,_: 3.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
_:_ " The recommendationsbelow are based on the assumption.... that a reusable LO2/LH 2 ,i
i_ OTV with aeroassistcapability is inthe procurement cycle. . ........
: i I, Continue to investigate the most effective shuttle-derivative launch vehicle. This is
l judgedextremely important becauseSDV operation proved the most dominating cost i
i
factor. Launch system cost comparisons should be updated to reflect related i
performance and cost data from the initial Space Shuttle flights rather than from "!
_i' the preliminary designdata used in 1977 SDV studies. Cargo return needsmust be
_- considered_accordingly special emphasis should be given to investigating the :
feasibility of a reusable payload system, its related performance, and its cost i
'i
features.
2. Considerthe systemimplications of the following=
__ a, An unreturnedplatform instead of SOC for orbital support. Although supportfor
1 5OC is inc_"easing,the required time frame is still somewhat controversial.
_{:: ACCOrdingly,an unmannedplatform that can provide _ "parking" location _nd
housekeeping functions for the OTV is a possibleprecursor to SOC. Costs
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lil _,qocl_ted with crew .ql_pportfor m_lr_ten_nce, I_urt_h,8nd/or revt_ian_ to th_
. m_ir_n_nce pr_vl_lon_anba_rd the OTV _r_ th_ key feat_e_ to he clefll, d.
_ b A I_nch mj_tem confhled to the basic SIS, Altho_l_h the co_t _n,_ly._I_,°
_!!;;..: indl_:_ted =__tJb_t_ntl_l benefit when tJ_ln_the Si3V, tl11_doe_ not _n._t=reit_
'£11" ;:_. . development. Con_equently_th_ effect of th(_ ma_ and envelope eon_traints
_ _s_oci_ted with the $T$ need _o be _sessed h_ t_,rm_ of iml_t on l_gnch
- manlfe_tlnl] and numb_ of required launches,
_. Initiate future OTV technologyefforts=
a. Spaw_debris protection studies and demonstraUon_ Primary e=_tphaslshould
• be on establishin_ protection char_cteristics of materials associated with
reusable cryogenic OTV's rather than extrapolation from data developed for
_l'_ habitats or expendableOTV's. Of major interest would be composite materials
as well as MLI,
b. Propellant storage.and tl;ansfer demonstration, Cost effectiveness o_:the 515
OTV Is influenced by the additional amount of propellant which must be
launched to cover all handling lossesassociated with Its refuelin8. Further
studies need to be performed on the most effective means of accomplishing
this function, and relatively large-scale demonstrationsof the top contender
need to be conductedpr_orto commitment to an 5150TV. _i
c, Maintenance needs for 5B OTV. Consideration of on,orbit maintenance .:.
features should begin during the preliminary design phase of those systems i
requiring maintenance. Particular attention shouldbe directed to the main _,
engille. Demonstrations of maintenance crew and time requirements also
appear warranted before commitment to an 5150TV due to its impact on SOC
_rew size andrelated user*charges. :_
.... ili- d. Development of key normal 8¢owth technMo_jes. Most significant of theseare
a new LO2/LH 2 engine anda transpiration ballute. Although the cost benefits _tI.
t: of these systemsover first=generation systemswere not significant, whenused
in .conjunctionwith an SDV, they paid for themselves and provided increased
: performance when necessary. Moreover_ should only the basic STS be
: available, over 5% in total transportation costswouldbe saved.
; _. Maintain surveigan_ of all aer_ products for development of OTV-type
subsystems. The most likely areas will include avionics (laser gyros and data bus), ......._IIt-
structures (compos[tcs),andelectrical power generation systems.
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8_ ELECTIR[C¥I__SOSCHEMICAL OTV SIJMMARV
4.1 INTRUI_LICTION
_on,qid_r_tion of on _lP,_tr!_::OTV _f L_O t_ GEe cctr_od._liwry I,_hrt,_,dprhn_Lrily
on it,_high _p_cifl_ Impulse (op to l0 000 _oe vcr_=_ #8,_,qecfor LO2/LH 20TV',_). 5_voral
_. key di._dv_nt¢}Ro_,however, _cludo= (l) rolotlvoly ]on_ trip timo,q doe to low _cce,lorao
lion, (2) so_r _rr_y dam_R_when p_,_!rtg through the Von Allen r_dl_tion bo!t_, and (3)
relatively hi_h costs a_soci_ted with sol=r _rr=ys _nd electric propulsion elomont_. A
_avorabiecomparisonof the EOTV with a LO2/LH 20TV, there{or_, depend_on how well
disadvantages can be minimized and whether savings in operation costs can offset
expected high productioncosts.
The comparisono{ electric versuschemical OTV's must take into consideration total
transportation requirements associated with a given mission model. In most cases this
means high-priority cargo (z_=ptdd¢._Ltv_r.v),manned missions,and general cargo. Conse-
quently, the comparison Involves an assessmento{ the foilowln 80TV fleets=
l. EOTV's for trip-insensitive payloads and chemical OTV's _or manned and high=
priority c_rgo
2. Chemical OTV's for all p_yloads
The major emphasis in this analysis was on defining the EOTV (the chemical OTV
was defined in the $B versus GB issue), including both design and operational features.
Key issuesinclude..
[. Payload Compatibility . How many. payloads could accept the long trip times?
Shouldlarge p_yioads be transported as finished systems (LEO construction) or as
components(GEe construction)?
2, Van Allen Radiation Impact = This involvesthe extent of the oversIz[ngof the EOTV
due to solar array,dP._radation_design l_fe limits imposedon other EOTV elements,
and penalties imposedon paylo_tdsbeing transported.
}, Cost 5e,_[tivity to Trip Time and [sp = Short trip times _re desir_ble {rum _ _leet
site standpoint and _or minimum r_di_tion degrgd_ttionihowever, the higher thrust
levels required mean more electrical power. High Isp reducgs propell_nt require=
ments but requires more propulsionand_thus_more electrical power, The go_[ then
w_s to _ind the comb]n;_tionof Isp and trip time giving the least system cost,
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. The ml,_l_n madel [or thi_ cor_pffrl_an w_ d_velal_d wlth an Int_.nt that It b_ l,_rg_
: eno,_h that the benet+ltn+#.r+hlgh_p+_r+,++rmanc++I_QTV .ca.ld b_+uned. Chnract++rl_tl_r+at
. th_ re_ultlnp, ;nodtd are _hown In ftl_ur<_4.20l. An compared wl_h the made! In the S5
- ver_,,_GP+OTV armly,_l_(de_ll]nr+tedar_low model), ml,_nlon_}have h_en adde4 In _lm +_rea_
,-._.+. o_ comm.nlcation plattorm_, DOD payloads, ,science and observation plat_orm_, _nd
." mantled _tlvlty. The model lnelude,_ t,,77 payloads, remdtlnl_; In ++total GEe delivery -..
,; equivalent ma_ of approximately _00t, nearly twice the _lze o| tl_e low_ model.
:+. Approximately t_J%o£ this ma-9_|_ related to round trip p_yload_.
i;._ * PAYLOAI}=.=,.._99 • _ • ROUNI) TRIP MA_
,_ I_0 ,- 8000 ="
_] ROUND,===,==_
TRIP .......----+- ,. COTV'===.*.
_ 400 .-%,-_: 2400 OP.LIY 2000 -
:_._ ., D_LIVI"RY _ " i
+ °° \,o.,,°i°2.,+._1_00 1000 --
;++ ..... 200 - . _O1_ ' ""="i+ +om_+
!_:!_+' + t"-._,, OELI [_-_-> " "
- 0 LOW HiGH 0 .O_ HIGH 0 _ LOW HIGH
_i, MODel. MOOeL mooed.
• MAX DELIVERY PAYLOAD 32 M.'r,
o . MAX ROUND TRIP PAYLOAD 12.4/10._ M.T;
!- t,:: e NOt EVALUATED PORLeOW P--'OMPATIBiLITY
FlguP+J.¢2-1, .FOTV High MEq,qtonModel ,gummoPy
: A total o! 28# payloadswere judged to be EOl"V compatible in terms o! relatively
lont_trip times. In general, those judt_edIncompatible due to trip times were the manned
missionsand someDOD missions. The comp_tlMe payloadsresulted in a delivery masso_
approximately 1900t, or t_0%of the total model mass, which Indicates considerable need
/or _ chemical OTV to satisfy total transport_t|on requirements.
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_.°+.,+:++_.,_+:+_+...+_+:..+:i+::::.:+_:+::::::.:+::++::+_:+i++++:+-,,+._:.+._:,++++_.+... ......._+. ..........,..... . •
,, , '.% " :-'+.i"i ........ +:'i++:.+-:?:+:+.:..:+..:::+:::-::::-- "++...... +...... •
_:,.
Anathar compatll_l;y l_nu_ d_alt with whathat paylaad_ raqulrint_ construction
=:-" _hauld h_ tranfiparted _ram LEO an finl_had ,_y_tam_ _r an campan_ntfl with construction
!i_ a_curring in GEO. The racammanda_n l_ for tran_partatian a_ campor_ent_ and
r_- cortntructlon In GEO. Thl,q approach ellmlnate_ th_ prohlemn o_ docking and attachln_
:" large paylo_ ta the EOTV while operating under aerodynamic and t_rav_ty gradient
',:0
_;-._ foree_q at LEO. It al_ ellminat_ potential fl|[_h_control problem0 during transit. The
'ti.' GEO construction ba_e (elght_man) ha_ bean included in the ml_|on model.
,c.-
.- 4._1NORMAL GROWTH TECHNOLOGY VEHICLES
r_L Thl" section describes the electric and chemical OTV's judged possible with normal
'i' growth technology.
) ¢.3.1 Electric OTV Definition
Use of _ low-thrust electric OTV for cargo delivery to GEO requires awarenesso!
those operational features that influence candidate design options and their effectiveness.
Contributing to the overall definition was a guideline that the power sourcebe confined to
photovultalcs. This decision was basedon the judgment that photovoltalcs has the most
near=term potential and the fact that other power sources are being examined in the
"A_va_cedP_'opulslonSy.stemConceptStudy" (ContractNAS8=_9_5).
Some unique EOTV operational features for LEO to GEO application are summarized
in figure/_.3-I. Becauseof Its anticipated size, the EOTV wiUbe based in LEO near the
SO(: rather than attached to it. Thrust levels are quite low and, as a result, typical
transfer times are as long as i80 days. Additional gravity lossesresult from the low-g
transfer, with a one-way delta-V typically of (;000 m/s versust$300m/s _or chemical OTV
transfers. The most effective transfer trajectory involves a continuous spiral with as
manyas tO00 revolutions during the indicated transfer time. While in sunlight, the array
remains pointed toward the Sun to provide continual thrust. Because of the Earth's
shadow,however,occultatlons occur duringeach revolution until a relatively high altitude
Is reached. Durint_occultatlons, attitude is held but no orbit.raising propulsionis applied.
t[ Return flights to LEO include the same operations| however, the downtime Is usually only!:
2_% to 50% of the up time because the payload is gone,
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(_ SPIRAL TRAJECTORY TRANSFER
,., 1000 REV FOR INDICATED TRIP i
Q- -- ... (_THRUST _._)NTiNUOUSLY IN SUNLIGHT
._ _ _" T/W - 10'" TO 10"_g& FLY PEP
"_ _ /_tATTITUDE HOLD DURING i
"_ _ "_."OCCULTATIONS •
% _ " 10%OF TRIP TIME 1
. ,, % \ .
\ % % ®UPTRIP TYP 180 DAYS
;t
_ \ _ (_ PAYLOAD DELIVERY 4
\ lib _ I (_)DOWNTRIPTYP25-50%OFUPTRIPI
.... \
fl
\ _ / I I I
Ffgure 4,3-I. EOTV Operational Concept
#3,1. l TedmoloBy Projections
Normal growth EOTV technology projections are presented in table 43-1 along with
characteristics of the SEPS vehicle, which is assumed to be the point of departure.
Tab/e 4.3-I. EOTV NoPmd C¢o_t_thTechnology PPoJectfon
AREA 1980 1990
""-- (SEP$TYPE) FOTV
• SOLARARRAY
• CELL (EFF.) SILICON I13) SILICON (16)(GaAs ACCELTECH)
SIZE 2x4 8xE
THICK (MIL) 8 2
• BLANKET
e MAKE-UP(MILS) 6-8-2 3-2.2 (COVER.CELL-SUBST)
• KGIKW 8.7 2.4
• DEPLOY,& SUPPIKGIKW) 3.1 0.6 (SPACEFABRIC, STRUCT)
• ANNEAUNG NO NO
@ ELECTRIC PROPULSION
• THRUSTER IOTA) ,_"_ ION 130CM) ION leo CM) ARC
PROP. MERCURY ARGON HYDROGEN
hp (SECI 3000 6-1_0000 800
EFF. ' 72 684L1 90
• POWERPROCE6SING
EFF.) B7-90 92 93
KG/KWt 13 3.1 1.8
(5 vs12 SUPPLIES)
• PPUTHERMAL CONTROL 15 (HEAT PIPE) 8 8
(KG/KW) (AGTtVE RADIATOR)
_ MPO THRUSTER ANALYSIS ASSIGNED TO MSFCIBACSTUDY OF AOVANCE¢)
PROPULSIONGONCEPTS- - - PROVED NOT ATTRACTIVE
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_:i SignificantImprovement Isindica_dI0_IIareas. :
The solar =rr_y _er the EOTV consistsof the cell, cover, and substrata. 31licon cells
are su_gesced_s the o lycandidate for normal growth. Although GaAs cells =re receiving
if!:. considerableemphasis (|ncludin_ fundlng)i the thin cell design desired by an EOTV still
representsconsiderable chaltenf,_eand is consideredan accelerated technology, which is
i,!-:"t:: analyzed in section t_. The 16%-efficient silicon cell is assumedto result from theoverall of rather than from laboratoryaverage very large production quantiti s
'_,i': thickness, which reduces radiation degradation and weight. Specific mass of the 1990 1
array is only 35% that of the 1980 array dueto differences in thicknessof the cover=cell-
substrata. Annealingcapability was judgedan accelerated technoloF=y.
Electric propulsion thrusters in this study were limited to ion and arc-jet systems.
Through mutual agreement between the study manager and the NASA COR, magneto-
plasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters were not consideredbecauseof their special emphasisin ....
the Advanced Propulsion System Concept Study. The projected 50-cm-diameter ion
thruster characteristics are indicative of those:resulting from studiesbeing conductedby
HughesResearch Labs(HRL) and XEOS for NASA LeRC. Argon was selected to eliminate
environmental objections associated with mercury when usedfor LEOto GEO application. ]
Thermal arc jets are judged obtainable basedon work performed in the 1960tsand
most recently by Dr. Roll Buhler of the University of Stutgartt. The characteristics
reflect a concept with a mixing chamber downstream of the arc Chamberto homogenize :':_i
the .propellant whichis subsequentlyexpanded in a conventionalnozzle. _ii
The ion-jet power processingunit (PPU).improvement inspecific mass(3.1 versus13
kg/kW) is primarily the result of reducing the number of power supplies by combining
functions. Efficiencies as high as 92% can be expected. Arc=jet PPUts are expected to
have slightly higher efficiency and lower specific mass than Ion thruster PPU_sbecause
), the arc jet requires only a single voltage, typically as low as 100V, Use of an active
(pumpedfluids) radiator_ rather than heat pipe, is expected to reduce the specific massof
the thermal control system from .15kg/kW to $ kg/kW.
/
.
, qJ.l.?.. System Drivers
m
• Two key factors which contribute to eventual effectivenss of the EOTV systemare
solar array power degradation_ as a result of Van Allen radiation, and array production
costs. The impact of these factors is summarized in figure t_,3=2.
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VAN ALLEN RADIATION IMPACT BLANKET__ '11• slcuLL .
40 = "" : f21_lP FLUENCE _ TODAY (El) .....@ _ 8 MIL, 2 x 2 "• lo171MeVeLeCT .i
EOUW _ _. _ FOTV (GoAs)_
• ',DAYS,P,eD, = '
20 - ' _ _FOTV (Sl) _ _ x(_l_l/W) "_ •
' -- 2 MIL.. x § _ _ I
8. [_ 70% REDUCTION RATE _._ [10
-- ,. _ 6 [_ 1.5 TIMES Si CELL COST "_J
m
........... a_
4 I,= EXPECT RANGE _! '
0" 31 I . , l, i i i-, I I .AFTERONE TRIP AFTER TEN TRIPS 03 _2 4 6 8 104 2(NO ANNEAL)
PRODUCTION RATE (SO. M/YR) .... '
Ptgta'e 4.3-2. ZOTV _stem DPtyera
In the case of the Van Allen radiation impact, the fluence received from one.LEO to
GEO round trip with the indicted array is more than 500 times greater than that received
in 10 years if located only at GEO. As a result, power output degrades neaHy 60%, which
gives a power ratio (power available to initial power) of _0%. The desireddesign Life for
the EOTV is l0 flights. Accumulation of radiation each flight results in a final power
ratio of approximately 20%, indicating the array mtist be oversized by a factor of 5 w._._r.
designing for end of life (EOL). l_eductionsin the extent of the degradation are possible
through additional shielding, faster trip times, or starting above the worst portion of the
radiation. The effectiveness of these options is discussedin section _.3.1.3.
Thesolar array is by far the most expensiveelement of the _:,C_TV,due in part to its
large area and high cost per unit area. Productioncostsof todayV._;_ rr_ys are on the order
of $_,000/m2; however, several factors enable a lower unit cost for the EOTV discussed
here. The biggest reduction results from using _- x 5-¢m cellst althougha small benefit
also results from an advanced thin cell (_0 IJm). A second factor in EOTV array
productioncosts is that they reflect a 70% cost reduction expected with highly automated
production of large numbersof units. Finally, the annual production rate wasto reflect a
total of nine vehicles during the 16=yearmissionmodel. For production quantities of l0 t_
: m2/yr_ the silicon array cost is estimated at $_0/W, considerablygreater than the $0.30/W
usedin the EOTV analysisof the solar power satellite (SPS)studies, however far less than
36
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Ie $330/W If today's cell_ were us_.d. Although they havP. been indicated as accelerated
technology, cost_ are al_o shown tot the GaAs cells. Predlctlor_ for the_e ceils _re even
;- moee uncertain than for silicon| the lowest estimate was l.J tllne_ tl_t o! & silicon arr_ly
• for a 6iven productlot_ rate.
i,_7" $.3.t.3 System Options and Comparisons i Ii_" A listing of he EOTV options and their performance characteristics are presented in ,i:1
table _.3-2. A point design was developed to serve as a means o_ comparison as well as to 1
_-; establish basic characteristics of EOTV-type subsystems. This design uses a planar array
• : Tab/e 4.3-2. Performance Parameter Summory-EOTV Options I
_.: PARAMETER mINT OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3 OPTION 4
DESIGN . _ CHEM ASSIST CR "2 ARCJET ,l
:"-): AV (ONE WAY) ' .--.-....I _1
_ M/S 6000 V! _0& 40£:0 _ / i:t
;i_J, SPECIFIC IMPULSE
_. (sec)I_> eooo ,/ ,/ ,/ eGO
i:_, NUN THRUST TIME % lS 2 _ V/ "'
P,'PO (t0TH FLT O180 DAYS) .9:.46 ,M v / /
.w.o....
"_) (K_Kw) 4 10 J 3.S /
BLANKET OUTPUT
_ v' v_ 260 _'(W/M2) 179
I PPU EFFo _== 92 V/ I/ V/ 93
PPU (_Kw) _ 3.3 / / / 2.1ROP TANKS ::
(% Wp) 4 J )/ V/ 18 ........ _!
THRUSTER(_K.) I J / / 0_-1.0
mmmmiImm mslmmm mmm lem mmmI mmImmImmm mmlIImmmmm IiIimIImam_Imm_ImIllmIIm mmmmmmII_lm I I
RADIATOR (K_Kw) 8 :
" ESPSTRUCTI%EPS) 16 _ _ _OTHER SUBSYS (Kg) 2200
_ PARAM_ER VARIES BUT IN01CATE_ VALUE IS TYPICAL _;S ME AS POINT O IGN
[_> TYPICAL WiTH INDICATED ISP
,.. (CR = L), 7_=_0=_0 IJm blanket, ion thrusters, and a self-power transfer mode to perform
the entire LEO to GEO flil_ht unassisted. Key features and exceptions to the point design
are as follows= Option I w_s to determine whether the reduced deg_°_dation brought about
_: by heavy shieldin_ would offset the additional mass. As indicated, the power ratio3,
improved by a factor of2_ _tlt the power generation specific m_ss increased ;e._ times.
Option 2 used chemical OTV assistance to transport the EOTV rapidly to an 11 100=kin
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altitude, above all or most radiation belts; then the EOTV completed delivery and
returned to LEO, EOTV delta-V was reduced but thi_ mu,_tbe made tip by the L--_2/LH2
OTV which has a much lower Isp (6000 versus 485 see). The power ratio for the F_o'rv :
improved by a factor of 2,_, Option 3 involved a concentrated array (CR = 2) which woLdd :.
reduce the amount of array required, The power output was increased by a factor of 1,_:5
rather than 2, primarUy because of lower cell efficiency when operating at. higher
temperatures. Option _ usedan arc-jet thruster, which operates at a lower Isp than ion
thrusters and requires less power and array, improvementswere also available in specific
masso! thrusters and PPU's. A significant penalty in propellant tank masstraction was
the result of arc=jet useof low-density hydrogenpropellant rather than argon,
Cost optimization ot each option for trip time and specific impulse used the
following factors: p&yload = 2Jr up/0 down, designlife = l0 flights, array sized for endof
life (10th flight).
Principal cost elements involved EOTV hardware, launch Costs ,_e.rvehicle and
propellant for [0 flights, and the trip time interest cost (relating to interest paid on
borrowed money associated with payload and launch costs). Cost optimization of the
point designfrom the viewpoint ot trip time and lsp is presented in figure _.3-3. The left-
• POINT DESIGN EOW
• PAYLOAD - 26 m/FLT |
620 •COST INCLUDES BOO
FLT HRDW
LAUNCH
i _ INTEREST| __
440 _ _ •ISpIeG0_SEC ,0o UPT|ME (rtA_| , ..
\ \
|
UP TRIP (DAYS) ISP (103 SEC)
Ffb'uee4.3=3. EOTV Rt :'uffing Cost Optimlxetlon
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h_nd Plot emph_lze_ the |nf|uonce of trip time. if col, _Ing only traditional cost
elements, such a_ hardware and launch, longer trip time_ are h_ttor. Including the co_t of
- borrowed money (interest), however, moves tile optimum tt Ip time back to 220 to 2_0
days. Tills plot indicates that hardware costs for one EOTV are much greater th=n costs
tor launching the propellant (even for 10 tlights)=a dramatic difference trom chemical
OTV costs. The right.hand plot emphasizes the effect of Ispfor several trip times. In
: this c_se, the cost optimum for al! trip times occurs with an [sp of 6000 sec, although the
cost does not vary significantly between 5000 and 8000 sec. he other options had similar
optim[zations in terms of trip time and [sp (except for arc jet which was fixed at 900 sec
+ but still had the same trip times).
Cosl_compacisons for all options performing 10 flights are presented in figure #.3-_.
Al| options are cost competitive with the exception of the arc-jet option, whose biggest
cost contributor was for launch of the large amounts of hydrogen propellant. The
• PAYLOAD EQUAL 25 MT EACH FLT
700 - _'_:.'_-OTHER PARAMETERSSAME ASPOINT DESIGN F .,,----- TRIP TIME
(INTEREST)
600-
O_ .....
.a LAUNCH CHEM PROP..
•J 4O0
-- CHEM OTV
8,, 300 -- _ LAUNCH ELEC
Z¢_ _ _, OW PROP
= ;i ii!i
p, 200 - ;+_;:_;:;ii
=
.,,,,,,,..,
100 -- :.., ,,_ _--'---" ELEC PROPUL
" [E_-:_\]..-_ POWER GEN
HRDW
POINT DESIGN OPT 11' OPT 21' " OPT 2|' " OPT. 4
754_04_ SHIELDING CHEM A,_;IST CR,' 2 ARC JET
_00.50.250 UP LEG
11.100 KM
'o
Figure 4.3-4. EOTV Recurelng Coat CompoPCson
.... chemical-assist option provides the lowest EOTV hardware cost; however, iauncliing of
" chemica| propellant increases costs to nearly the same as for ti_e point design and the
'_:-: heavy shielding option. As compared with the point desig., the heavy shielding optioni.:
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=_ reqtdres le_s array and thus les._power generation coat; bgt becall_e of being h_vier, it
eeq_tres r_:e electl'lc power system (EPS) hardware and p:op_ll_nt. The, _ _ 2 option
J
;_ has the least c_ts, primarily by virtue of its high power output per unit area, relatively
.-_:" low weight, and smaller _mountel propellant.
_:,.-...... 5_sed on considerations o{ recurring costt operational simplicity, constructibiLLty, ......
=.-
;±- and ,'forgiveness" relating to radiatio_ effects uncertainty, the heavy shielding option was
_: selected as the_ormal I_rowthEOTV.
,?
:: _tJ.l._ Selected EOTV Description !
!_:_ The conflguration and key characteristics o! the selected normal growth EOTV are 'i_
=_ shownin figure _.3-5. The system is sized to deliver 2_t in 180 days usingan lsp of 6000 ::
1_ sec. The beginninl]-of-life (SOL) power is 3600 kW (i600 kW Eel) which requires 19 600J
_" _ ...... 391M -_'
..... illlillllitlEIIIilllliilllll= III I!!III]II II]ilMllliEII
THRUSTER MODULE |2| 1.2 M TRIBEAMS. \ SOLAR ARRAY:|300.50-2501am)\
ARGON TANKS .,PAYLOAD
_ . BRACING WIRE .
><! 'i 30 ADIATOR !
...L
• PAYLOAD UP - 26 MT • INITIAL POWER - 3600 KW
• PAYLOAD DOWN " .0 • MAX THRUST(EOL)- 38N i
• SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 6000SEC • FIXED MASS - Sl MT ii
• UP TRIP ,, 180 • ARGON MASS ', 14.8 MT ,_:
• DOWN TRIP =112 • ARRAY AREA - 19.600 M2 :'
• NOOF THRUSTERS= 110
(E0 CM)
.... Figure 4.3-$. EOTV Co_i_fgurotion-Normal Growth Technology
m2 of 300-]i0-2_0 IJm array. The ma_npropulsionmodules are .mounted on the vehic,le
centerline at each end by a yoke and gimbal system which allows them to .be properly
directed andoperate whenever the vehicle is generating power. The modulescontain 100,
f _0-cm thrusters_producing38N o_ thrust, and 110 power processingunits. The solar array/ is designed to dedicate one-half to e_ch main propulsion =nodule. Hydrazine auxiliary
40
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_,. propulsion ,nodules, located at tile vehicle center on the lateral axis, provide roll control
- during flight, stability during occultattoni and stationkeeping. The framework Is mad_ up :i!
of spaceofabricated composite tribeams. Payload and propellant are located at tile center t
_,__- of tile vehicle to provide optimum moment-of-inertia characteristics. Total vehicle dry i
,. weight is 5It, of which 1#.5t is propellant, t
,:.... When using_ roundtrip time of 300 days, a total of four vehicles are required in the _1
_ fleet at any given time. Included within the round trip time are the LEO servicing ]
I.!- operations involving payload loading, thruster refurbishment_andpropellant loading.
: The EOTV average unit cost is $361M with $2#3M related to flight hardware and "!!
- $[lgM for related support, In the case of flight hardware, the solar array accounts for _._i
_'_-° over 50% of the cost. ii
1 ]ill ¢.3.zc:emic,ao'rvoe inltion
_o_. The chemical OTV used in the fleet comparison is the same as that defined in .....section 3.3.3--an LO2/[H 2 space-basedsystem, sized for 32 500 kg of main impulse
ii propellant. This vehicle c_nbe usedas both a single- or two-stage OTV. Whencompared
• with the EOTV, in terms of propellant required for payload delivery of 25t, the chemical
= OTV requires approximately 5_t while the EOTV requires lSt' The average unit cost is _
$30M.
;7
_o3.30"I'V Fleet Comparison
:c
An all-chemical OTV fleet was comparedto one composedof electric and chemical ;;
- OTV's (mixed fleet) using the entire mission model defined in section _.2. The all-
chemical fleet required 266 OTV flights w,_ile the mixed fleet required 73 EOTV flights
and 193chemical OTV flights. Both fleets required 112 STS launches for crews and cargo.
;i
The shuttle derivative was used to launch the majority of cargo and all OTV propellant.
The all-chemical fleet required 23l SDV launchesand the mixed fleet, 178. .i
Total transportation life cycle costs for the two fleet options are presented in table :
#.3-3 for the total mission modeh The all-chemical fleet provided a savings of
i.i approximately $3Bpor 2596. This savingsresults from lower DDT&Ep considerablylower
production costs, and no delta interest costp which more than offset higher launch
operations costs. The DDT&E difference is due to EOTV development. Productioncosts
! are overwhehned by the high cost assr_iated with the EOTV. Launchcosts are less with
the mixed fleet primarily becauseless total propellant is required and, thus, 50 fewer SDV
flights. From a front=end=coststandpoint (DDT&E plus one-half of production), the all-
chemical fleet is over $2I_ lessexpensive.
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lTable 4.3_3. Tranaportat|on Co2t _rnrnm.y_Cornp_ot_ FOTV Hfgh
ModeZ
• COSTIN MILLIONS
EOTV + COTV ALL COTV
_ _ • 1980 DOLLARS
DDT.____E (3140) (2240}
EOTV e00 -
COTV 700 700
TANKER 440 440
_d)V/RPS t100 1100
SOC TBD T80
PRODUCTION (3435) (935)
EOTV 2760 -
COTV 210 360
TANKER 76 128
SDV/RPS 45O 460
SOC TBD TBD
OPERATIONS (8020) (9205)
EOTV 29O -
COTV S60 780
TANKER 130 210
SOV/RPS(LAUNCH) 3905 6080
SOC TBI) TBD
STS (LAUNCH) 3135 3135
SUBTOTAL 14655 12350 '
OTHER _,,
TRIP TIME (INTEREST) (605) ( - ) /
TOTAL 15260 12380
Based on transportation life cyclc cost considerations, when both options use normal
growth technology, an all-chemical OTV fleet provides a sisniflcant advantage over a _
fleet of electric and chemical OTV_s.
_.4 ACCELERATED TECHNOLOGY VEHICLES
The major emphasis in this analysis was to investigate accelerated technology
alternatives with potential to reduce the unit cost of the EOTV. Based on results of the
normal growth analysis, the area of most i,terest was that of the solar array.
(_.b.! Accelerated Technology Projections
_: 5olar array accelerated technology projections focused on two areas: (l) improved
'" solar cells performance and/or cost and (2) solar array annealing, which would effectively
reduce the amount of oversizing required and, thus, the cost. Projections in these two
. areas are summarized in figure #.t_. I.
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;"
-_ Other than planar silicon cell_, only Ga&s cell_ were. judged to be adequately
• characterized in terms of p_rformanc_, co_t (marRin_l), radiation sen._ltlvlty, and _nn_l=
;: ability (marginal). Cells jgdged |nsufticlently character|zed were vertical junction, :_
-" ..
c multiband g_p, and thin film. The principal value of the GaA, cell over the sUicon cell
_. was higher efficiency, le_ radiation sensitivity, and potential _or selloanneallng. Dis_ .....
=: advantages Includedcost andmass.
"' An alternative to I_eavy shielding to minimize array degrud_tion Is therinal
:!L annealing. In thermal annealing, Irradiated solar cells are_ subjected to elevated.3
temperatures for certain durations, resulting In the removal of a portion of the damal}e
_- and, thus, restoration of the power output. The key issue in the annealing operation is not
_-.... whether it works but its degree of effectiveness in terms of how muchdamage (Jiuence) is
:_ removed. Projecti_s regarding effectiveness are difficult to obtain for proten _mage in
silicon cells andeven more so in GaF.scells. _;
-__._". .. Assumed annealin 8 effectiveness is also shown in fiBure _.g-I for several cell types.
..... and operatin8 conditions. In 8eneral, the values indicated are based on extrapolations
_' from data presented at photovoltaic conferences. In the case of a silicon cell, a post=
annealing approach is indicated| i.e.,the annealing occurs otter total damage for one trip
). CPLI_CHARACTERISTICS ANNEALING EFFECTiVLINI_SS
3- siLiCON
e EFFICIENCY 16 18-20
• THICKNESS (l_m) SO BO _ teA!''' --_:
' • FI,UENCE PSRTRIP
_,, • SIZE(era) § x § E x S L
1017 1MEV
ELECTRONSOUlV.
• PiPe at 1017 I M_v _ -¢'
| 7§- 50.50 BLANKIET) 0.,42 0.62 I_ ' :
• COST (NORMALIZED) 1 1.6 OZ @ 126_
. CONTINUOUS
: 11_I I 1 CONTINUOUSr._o . i __1_1
CeLL Sl (;_._ OoA_ 08_,&NN_L _0ST POST CONT. CONT.(UK_V) IS•ST_os_l
EXTR,_POLATED FROM PAPERSIN
1980 IEEE PN SPECIALISTCONFERENCE
&NO lg60 t=eRCH_RD CONFERENCE
i'. Figure 4.4=1. _OTV Aecel_Pated Te_hnotog_
:': :_ :'°i,°4_'-'_;,,' . ° :...... ,..... ' - "', :'" " -' ....
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has been recelwd, Extral_latl_n_ of annealing condltion,_ lndiea_ all hut 1% of the
_i damage can be removed. Post_annnallng 1_al_o Indicated tot a Gc_A_cell; hut a larger
_ portion of defects remain (10%)_ partly h_cau_e the defectn are more, complex. The
continuous annealing method lnvolve,_operating the. ceil _t a hlfiher temperature than
_" it
_i ,: desired lrom an efficiency standpointmbut the benefit is a reduction in damage incurred,
Temperature_ of at least 12_°C are necessary for removal or prevention o;_proton .....
): damage, GaAs cells are not as sensitive to high temper_tur¢_ as _lllcon cell_ and,
,_ thereforep are candidates for this annealing approach. Use o.f a CR = 2 design can result ....
' in array temperatures of i25eC. The GaAs continuouscase indicated as most likely (i.e, _.: less data extrapolation) shows_i%damage remaining! and the best possiblec_se (llighest i
uneertainty), 1%damageremaining. '
_.t_.2,| SysteP_Options
Three basicaccelerated technology system optionswere considered=
I. ORtion 1= Silicon array with post-annealing. Both a 75-50-_0 IJm array (Option IA) _it
and a 300-50-250 I_m array (Option IB) were considered to determine if annealing _iI
would make the useof lightweight arrays more beneficial. i
2. Option 2, GaAs array with post-annealing (Option 2A) and continuous annealing..... ii
(Option 2B). i!
3. Option 3= Most optimistic GaAs EOTV. This option investigated the more optimis.... _:!._
tic projections in technologyand design features through use of higher performance !i
ceils, direct drive (minimum power processing),high beam current, and improved
oo.,nooos.nn.,o,.
Principal performance and cost features of these options are shown in table t_,_.I. . .ri
Differences from the normal growth technology EOTV are emphasized. All options II
:If
continued to use _0-cm argon ion thrusters. Option IA, using a lightweight silicon cell _;_
ar_ay_ provides a l_wer specific mass for the power generation system and annealing li
_:_ improves the power ratio. Option IB also usessiliconcells, and both heavy shieldinga_d ,
i.. annealing further improve the power ratio to 0°70. Option 2A, using higher perlormance ....._
.:. GaAs cells and annealing, has improved power output and power ratio but a higher array _
specific mass. Use Of a CR : 2 design, as in Option 2B, considerably improves the oower .....i-I
1
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Table 4.4_1, P_rfcrrn_e_ _nd Cost CharaCt_r_tsttes of Accelerated
Teehn_ EOTV_s
AC(_F,L_flATEI_IT_CHN_LQC_Y ........
PARAM_TP,fl N(_d'lM,T_CJtl, OPT. IA _)PT, tll 13Pl'._.A _PT, 211 OPT. ,I
.......... """7
• CELL TYP_ SILICON _/ _/ Go_ _InA_ GoAD ........]
• flI_ANKET (l_m) _004_0,2_0 7fiog0,t-_n _t 7fi_fi0.(_O 70_fi0o60 7[J,fi04_O
ICOVEI'I_CCLLo_UP_T)
• CONCEN,nATIO t "_ _ V' a 2
i
• C-,Et,L EPF (AMO :_°CI 10 _/ _ 10 18 20 _
• POWEFIOUTPUT (WIM2) [_:: _' 170 _/ _/ 210 342 3_
• P'_ GEN (KO/KW| _ 10.4 4.0 10.4 4.3 3,7 3,? o.
• ANNEALING NO POST POST PO_,T CONTINUOU_ CONTINUOU_
• DAMAGI_REMALNiNG[A¢ TRp [,-.....c_TRL_rLUeNCE) IO0 1 1 1o . 1I%
• PIPeAFTER lOtk TRiP (%) 46 40 70 63 03 13
• I_NRPnocess |KG/KW) 3.1 _/ _/ _/ _/ I._
• NORMALIZE COST 1,0 _/ %/ 1.1_ 1,_ 1._
PER CELL (SAM_OTY)
BOL REFLECTING ALl. EXPECTEDLOSSESEXCEPTRADIATION _ SOLAR ARRAY, STRUCTUR_ &
[__-_,180 DAYS UPI45 DAYS DOWN DISTRIBUTION
_/ SAMEAS NORMAL TECH.
output and more effective annealin8 improves the power ratio. Option 3 is the most
optimistic design. This system includesa 209_cell and more effective annealing resulting
in the highest power ratio; a direct drive, which obtainspower directly trorn the array and
supplies it to the thruster screens to reduce the amount o! power proce_sln_; and a
thruster design approach that allows use ot a 20A beam current for more thrust for
given ]spwhile still satisfying burn-life constraints.
t._.2.2 ComparisonandSelection
Cost comparisonsof accelerated technolosy options and the normal growth EOTV
ape presented in figure t_._-2. All options reflect trip times of 180 days up and an [sp of
6000 sec. All optionsoffer consid_rable improvements over the normal growth vehicle,
primaJriiyfrom smaller solar _rr_ys which reduce the _mount of electric propulsion.
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_+ F|gure 4,4-2, gOTV Cost Comp_tson-Aeeeleeoted Vermin NOemol Teohnelogy
;3- In the case of the silicon options, the lightweight array _vith annealing provides an
advantage over the heavy shielded option due to lower launch costs. The small advantage
_ (delta _%) in annealing effectiveness of the continuous annealinl_ GaAs EOTV (Option 2B)
.... over the post_nnealable GaAs EOTV (Option 2A) escalated to approximately Its% in
terms oi cost, which indicates the leverage for continuous annealing if it is technically
feasible. The GaAs Option 213, however, provides only a small cost marl_in over the
lightweight silicon option because Its higher cost per unit area offsets its smaller area.
_jll Option ), which had the most optimistic performance assumptions, resulted in the least-
cost system.
_' A comparison of the least-cost accelerated technology vehicle and the normal
growth EOTV is shown in figure t_,t_.3, This comparison involves the most optimistic GaAs
EOTV (Option 3) and the nonanne_lable heavy shielded silicon EOTV. Advantages
'+ associated with the accelerated s_,stem are primarily the result of annealini_. The 13OL
power is reduced by 7P%, the array area is only 16¢_6as large, and dry weight is reduced
because annealing is more effective than heavy shielding. The average unit cost is
reduced 50% but is limited to a certain degree because the GaAs array has a hi,her cost
per square meter. In summary, the adv_ntal_es of this accelerated technology option
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Ffgure 4.4-3. Accelerated Versus Normal Teehnology-_le¢trle OTV
appear significant enoughto offset, temporarily, the concernsassociatedwith someof its
optimistic design and performance featureso Consequently, Option 3 will be used to
reassessa mixed OTV fleet versusan aU-chemieal OTV fleet.
_._.30TV Fleet Cost Comparison
The cost comparison involves two OTV fleet options. (1) a mixed fleet of the
selected _ccelerated tachnology EOTV for trip time insensitive payloads and a normal
growth technology LO2/LH 20TV for high-priority cargo, and (2) a normal growth
, LO2/LH 20TV for all payloads. The number of flights for each vehicle _s the same as
• defined in the normal growthcomparison. The costcomparisonof the two options_or the
total mission model is shown in figure _._=_, The mixed fleet using an accelerated
; technology EOTV showsa reduction of $2B or ]_% compared to the mixed fleet usingthe
normal _rowth EOTVo This reduction is a result of a near _0% reduction In EOTV DI3T&E
and prOductiop costs and a t0% lower SDV launch cost. When compared to _.he_ll-
chemical _le_t, however, the cost of the best mixed _leet is stiU _% higher.
As a _nsitivlty, a _0% increase in launch cost was considered to determine the
benefits to the higher per_ol'manceEOTV operating in _ mixed fleet° In this case the cost
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of the two OTV fleets wa_ essentially equal, although some cost factors have not been
taken into consideration.
• AOCELERATEDVS NORMAL TECHNOLOGY ,
• HIGH MISSION MODEL
• 1980 DOLLARS ' :
• WITH REFERENCE LAUNCH GO_T • WITH F_% INCREASE IN LAUNCH COST
le - 16,
A INTEREST
12 - _ 12
• _ LAUNCH
COSTIN _ & OPS COSTIN
BILLIONS 8 - BILLIONS 8
4- _ 4
-- PRODUCTION
_'-- I_TE0 0
TECHNOLOGY,,_NORMAL ACCEL NORMAL ACCEL NORMAL
OTV FLEET _ EOTV [_:>EOTV COTV [_:;>EOTV COTV
+ COTV + COTV ONLY + COTV ONLY
[_> GaAs,GONT, ANNEAL (1%)
Fdgm.e 4.4-4, Tr(gtSp_tat/oll C6_t Summm-y-Mixed Versus AU.Chemfoal Fleets i:]
'IThese include: (1) research and development (R&D) to achieve the design and
performance features identified for the most optimistic vehicle, (2) construction costs
(SOC userscharge), and (3) cost impact on EOTV payloadsrequiring radiation protection.. !
In summary, the potential additlons to the cost comparison tend to further
substantiate the belief that an all-chemical OTV fleet provides the least transportation .....
cost within the constraints of the analysis. " 'i_1
t
_._J) EOTV Use for GEO Retuelin8
Consideration was given to using EOTV's to deliver propellant to GEO base storage !4
facilities for useby LO2/LH 20TV's for their return to LEO, This would permit sizing the ._
LO2/LH 2 vehicles for one=waytrips, resulting in less propellant needed for the up leg of i
the trip. This did not prove cost effective, however, for the folk)wing reasons: i
l. The selected LO2/LH 2 concept usesaeroassistfor return, which already reducesthe
amount of propellant neededrelative to an all=propulsivevehicle. ' '
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"=t! 2. The inisaion model did not include enouflh round-trip payload_ to benefit from the
[I- GEO refueling concept..
-) .:
4.$ FINDINGS = :
__: Principal findings !.tom the comparison: ol electric and cllemlcal OTV's a_ply only in
,-)' application was for cargo missions between LEO and GEO, and comparisons were ,.
:;:. performed in context of total transportation system requirements. These findings are=
_.
:;); ., 1, An alI=LO._I.H 20TV (ieet was adear wirmer. Mixed fleets Involving EOTV's did not!,i' provide cost or operational benefits. This was true with normal growth EOTWs
_;_r (+2_% LCC) and accelerated technology EOTV's (+5% LCC) for GEO pt_yload mission 'i
ir,_" models up tO 300 t/yr. Launch cost would have to increase over 50% for the fleet :_
cost to be the same.
2. Use of EOTV)s for GEO refueling of chemical OTV% does not provide a cost _it
:_ related to LEO reluellng.
3. Accelerated technolo_r _ a payoff for EOTV's. The most significant improvement
was annealing which reduced EOTV LCC by 5096. Annealing effectiveness is still an
open issue.
_. Pamealable silicon and GaAs arrays had comwable costs. Lower performance and
higher radiation sensitivity were offset by anne_ding and lower costs per unit area,
5. Solar cell cost prediction was Sllmculative. This applies to large quantities ($000 to
lO 000 m2/yr). GaAs cell costs had gre_ter uncertainty than silicon.
6. EOlrV use had major uncerta_itties, Key concerns included design life as affected by
radiation and p_yload exposure to radiation. _:
q.6 RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations below res_tlt from the EOTV definition and OTV fle.et i!
t;Olttp_l'j$ono ., ]z
i,
• 1. Give no lurlher consideration to photovoltaic EOTV!s for GEO cargo deUvery. Silicon
:.
;. or G_As EOTV's with low conce,ntration ratios _re not l,_st effective,, An e,xception
:1
would be if there woro _me major deviation in the assumed performance or costing : ;
-t
of these systems. ]
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2. Focus on improving _form_ and operational c_Abilitles of a ,_t_'e_ba_,_l
.. rell.%lble.LO2/Lt_ OTV. Mi;;_.;ionmodeh; of the .sl_e irw(_,_til_;tted =:o,ld jLISti_y
_c,cel_r_ced te,chnology refuelinR co=_copts_!!td,patenti_lly, Li 2/Ll.t2 syst¢_m,_.
3. Focusartyftwtl_r EOTV technoloRyon radiation andcost data,
a. Conduct extcn,_iveradi_tio=tcurd,Ll,nne_'din_analyses h_dtKling=
(l) De,wdopment of radiation rests that us_ rates relate.d to ¢o,_t_cffective
trip times (180 d_ys).
(2) Multiple _nne_lings of cells with r_diation degradation compor_ible te ,,
that received in one round trip,
(3) Development of a commonpresentation torm_t.
b. Obtain r_diation and cost d_ta .(or advanced cells identified by this study but i
not included in the _malysis. =_
c. Assessdesignlife limits due to multiple trips between LEO and GEO. li
d, Develop cost data associated with large quantities of solar cells (_000 to .!
I0000 m2/yr), i
e. hnprove cost predictions (or thin (50 IJm)GaAs Cells.
1
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